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NOT FOR PUBLICATION OR REFERENCE
TO CONTENT BEFORE TEtE OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MP, to the
Annual General Meeting of the 1TestTyrone Unionist
Association at Omagh Orange Hall, Co. Tyrone
at 8 pm, Saturday, 8th December 1979

With the approach of Christmas it is perhaps permissible to try
to look upon the lighthearted side of public affairs. Irony can be
gay

as well as grim; and there is much that is ironical about the

course nf events which has followed the Government'sunheralded
announcement in October that they intended to 'go back to square one'
and attempt yet another constitutional conference on Ulster.
The murky underside of that announcement is now well and truly
uncovered. I cannot do better than summarise it in the words of the
News Letter's "Morning View" last week. After a series of articles in
which the News Letter had lambasted the leadership of the Ulster
Unionist Party for its intransigeance in what was called "boycotting"
Mr Atkins and his still-born conference, the penny dropped at last;
and the editor of Ulster's oldest daily may fairly be given the honour
of explaining in his nwn wnrds what some of us had understood from the
beginning.
"The original scenario", he wrote, as envisaged by Mr Lynch,
"was for a two-reel drama, in which the first reel would be exclusivOI
devoted to the securing rf an agreed internal settlement in the
province, involving a restcration of devolution within the United
Kingdom. The second reel envisaged by Mr Lynch, which would be put
together after an indefinitelylong interval,would concentrate on
moves towards the re-unification of Ireland by consent". Seeing that
Mr Lynch had publicly stated, both before and daring his recent visit
to America, that this was what he wanted, the discovery of the plot,
though to be applauded, falls somewhat short of a miracle of percipience. More shrewd was the observation of the News Letter that the
impatience of the SDLP had spoilt the intended timing, with the result
that 14rLynch has been forced to try publicly to telescope "reel two"
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into "reel one" and insist on an Irish dimension at once, with resultant red faces all round except amongst the Official Unionists, whose
reaction is now seen to have been spot on from the start.
Adam Smith said once that the world would beat a path to the
door of the man who invented a better mousetrap. It reminds me so
much of some of my adoptive countrymen, who will scour the globe to
find a trap to fall into and, in default of finding it, would lay one
for themselves. In this case that was not necessary. Did anybody
really suppose that, having ruled out devolution during this parliament
since before the General Election and put forward in their manifesto a
policy

of

restoring powers to local councils, the Conservative Govern-

ment auddenly got up one morning in the middle of October and said to
itself: "This is not gnod enough after all for those dear, kind,
loyal unionist people in Ulster:

We

must give them back thsir

devolved parliament and government at once, as soon as we can fix it"?
How can anybody believe that the very same individualswho backed
Heath's power-sharing Sunningdale administration and who could not find
a good word to say for the Convention Report, had auddenly undergone a
conversion which would make Saul on the road to Damascus look like a
stubborn bigot? Talk about 'smelling a rat': the thing stank to high
heaven. And there was Lynch all the time, cheering them on and hawing
the goodsaround amongst the Irish Americans across the Atlantic.
Yet what happened? When the Ulster Unionist Party declined to
lea.dthe people into "the not snread in the sight of the bird", a
babel of voices was raised by the innocent, the foolish and the illintentioned.
Here was my own diocesan bishop, the Bishop of Dromore, telling
a special synod in Belfast that "the refusal to meet can only prolong
the agony and only encourage the terrorists". I do not blame Dr Quin,
who

has other things to attend to, for not watching from day to day

the tell-tale words and actions of the Government at Westminster: that
is what we are sent to Parliament to do on behalf of those to whom

We

- 3 are responsible. What I do blame him for is, in the first place,
pontificating out of his own ignorance, and secondly, being so wiltAffly
perverse as to suggest that the I.R.A. would 'pack it in' if Unionists
were to set about giving Mr Lynch what he wants.
Then there was a Mr William Craig, who I believe is the same
person that lost his party a scat at the recent general election.
Not content with that, he lifted up his voice and told the world that
in the light of the Unionist Party's refusal to take part in the talks
he would "have to reconsider his position within the party". People
would need remarkably short memories to forget that it was Mr Craig
who during the Convention had to be dragged back by 38 votes to 1 from
taking the bait, sedulously dangled by the Northern Ireland Office, cf
going into a temporary and voluntary power-sharing agreement with the
SDLP.

F011owing that he "reconsidered his position" on that occasion

and flounced out of the Coalition. In his well-rchoarsed role of
Government stool-pigeon he is now complaining of the Official Unionist
Party for having stayed outside the trap.
That brings me to another figure, who has ofton reminded me of
John Dryden's description of the Duke of Buckingham:
"A man so various that he seemed to be
Not one but all mankind's epitomy;
Stiff in opinions, always in the wrong,
Was everything by starts and nothing long."
Arch-integrationist in the early 1970's, arch-devolutionist in the late
1970's, personal friend of Humphrey Atkins in May, screaming for his
resignation and blood in August, and now the staunch defender of the
Secretary of State's honourable intentions - like Buckingham again:
"Railing and praising were his usual themes,
And both (to show his judgment) in extremes".
Even with all this, who would have thought we should have lived t

aec

Ian Paisley end up by playing the part of fall-guy to Jack Lynch,
helping to camouflage the elephant-pit and then the first to fall into
it himself?

a
There is an irony in things and/Poetic justice in the vnaysof

men. We were having a debate a week or so ago in the House of Commons
- as it happened, on the Government's working paper for the conferenc7
that will not work - and the luckless Minister of State, Michael
Alison, was expatiating on the relations into which a future devolved
government in Ulster would enter with the government of the Republic on this gubject and on that subject, on everything indeed except
security. I ventured to interpose and suggest that relations with an
independentexternal power were a matter for the U.K. as a whole and
the U.K. government. The Government's new friend rushed to its defonm.
Said Dr Paisley: even the old Stormont Government agreed to have the
• steam-engines of the Great Northern Railway serviced in the Republic
sometimes. Enraptured by this confirmation the Minister of State continued: Why, yes, of course; and did I not remember how Captain
O'Neill used to do the very thing of which I was now complaining?
Well, well:

Captain O'Neill! Surely Time's whirligig brings in

its revenges. The policy which destroyed O'Neill - direct relations
between Belfast and Dublin as between co-equals - the policy implicit
in the Lynch-Thatcher-Kennedy-Atkinsinitiatives; and who is its
spokesman now? Captain O'Neill. Ian Paisley. Oh, tho strange
vicissitades of history:
In all this welter there stands out, like a rock amid the ch7:.ng-ing tides, the plain, unvarying position of the Ulster Unionist Party.
We will have the Union, the whole Union and nothing but what is consistent with the Union. To assure this to us, the Government has no
need to recourse to subterfuge or to devices commended to it by those
who always have been,and always will be, the op.conentsof the Union on
this side of the Atlantic or the other. We will test everything by
the simple question: will this stren then the Union or will it weaken
the Union, will it reinforce the Union or bring the Union into doubt?
As long as we abide by the arbitrament of that question, wo shall be

eTaally proof against the gailo of false friends and the malevolence
of open enemies. We may bL;criticised and oven abused in the short
term. In the (eventwa shall be vindicated.
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Extract from speech by the Rt.Hon.J.Enech Powell, MP,
to the Annual Dinner of the National Dried Fruit Trade
Association, at the Savoy Hotel, London, W..C.1.
at 7pm, Wednosday, 5 December 1979

It is exactly nine years since I last spoke on this annual
occasion. I well remember how in 1970 you were gratified, but even
more surprised than gratified, when I told you that importing was
more in the public interest than exprrting and that there ought
to be honours and awards for successful importers. I wanted to see
a Queen's Medal for Imparts.

_
I think you regarded this as an amusing and complimentary para-

dox, not really meant to be taken too seriously.
4111

But I was serious,

dead serious; and what I said then has now, nine years later, been
accepted as correct, though (as can happen) the admission has not
exactly been shouted from the clocktower at Westminster, and we are
still waiting for that medal to be instituted an the advice of Mrs
Thatcher.
Three everts have marked the road that led from paradox to
truism. The first happened as long ago as 1972, when this country;
having fallen over backwards into the obvious and floated the pound,
made the startling discovery that the sky did not fall, ncr would
trade cease, nor the City of London become "a portion for foxes."
1
41

Life went on, with, upon the whale, rather less inconveniencethan
previously. In particular it became superfluous for the Government
to bribe or browbeat the citizens into helping

it to sustain an

arbitrary exchange rate of the pound, by discouraging and scowling
upon imports and encouraging and smiling upon export. The respective
roles cf 'baddies' (importers) and 'goodies' (exporters), had become
obsolete, thouFh as usual the old pantomimeswere still put on
Christmas after Christmas.
The next blinding flash of illumination struck when in 197778 the exchange rate of

the round fell so Thriftly

that it might be

- 2 described as collapse. Nurse had always told us what would hapnen
in this event. We should be unable to pay for

oyr imports; we

should be bankrupt, ruined, and famine would stalk the land. Actuall5
when not planning our holidays in France or Switzerland,we faund the
whole thing rather agreeable than otherwise: business and trade went
on, to a slightly different pattern, and Oxfam was not required to
call its teams home to cope with famine in Farbcrough or Framlingham.
In fact, when the exchange rate of the pound shot up again, that was
nct greeted with the rejoicing and thanksgiving of a garrison that
has been relieved when at its last gasp. On the contrary there were
dark mutterings - which I notice have now fallen silent - about "how

411are we

going to export?" In short, another great truth had been

learnt: not only will the pound float, but it doesn't matter all
that much whether it floats up or down - certainly not enough to be
worth loading ourselves with

debt or inflation, as the case may be,

to keep the rate respectivelyup or dawn. So the era of the Floating
Pound, which had opened in 1972, passed into the era of the l'ree
Flcating Pound. It was now no longer gecessary to juggle with
imports and exports even to rig a nominally floating exchange rate,
let alone to maintain a fixed one.

•

From that time, the so-called

"dirty float", which had thitherto been tacitly or explicitly
approved by conventional opinion, began to incur

the suspicion

and

oprobrium which its name implied.
The last decisive moment is still not two months past. It was
the action of the dovernment in abolishing at one fell stroke all
exchange controls for all purposes, currant or caoital. Thereby in
the

most emphatic manner concern , ith the exchange rate was

renounIed by government; and that decision was seled by turning
adrift from the Bank of England the officials who after forty years
were still wasting their own time and other people's by giving or
r fusing

permission to exchange sterling with other currencies at the

free option of the respective owners. It was the death knell cf

- 3 exports as

a virtuous and patriotic, as opposed to a profitable,

activity of the citizen. The last shred of justificationhad disappeared for visiting with royal and public approval those who by
exporting obtained sterling in exchange for foreign currencies,as
opposed to those who by importing relinquished sterling in order to
obtain foreign currencies.
Thereby at last economic common sense has come back through the
door out of which it had been driven. The interest of the pople of
this country is to exchange the products of their hands and brains
with whatever goods and services, created at home or abroad, best
meet their heartst desire. Blessed therefore are the importers no

IIIless than the exporters - and incidentally,on capital account,
which is an integral part of the same process, blessed are the

lenders and bhe borrowers - who make a living by enabling their
fellow citizens to effect that exchange to good purpose. By the
importer the best and cheapest of the products of the rest of the
world are displayed, as it were, in a vast, unending exhibition in
font of the people of this country, whom thc respective prices,
translated into English through the freely floating exchange rate,
enable to exercise their sovereign choice and pleasure. It is a
glorious and gratifying prospect. Only from one quarter of the

•

horizon do dark and threatening clouds arise which might ailly and
destroy it. That is if governments were to put their heads together
and mutually oblige their subjects to purchase dearer goods when they
could obtain the same more cheaply and thus to cast away part of the
reward of their own labours.
I am not going to spoil an otherwise pleasant evening by
referring at length to just such a mutual conspiracy of governments
against their subjects - the European Economic Community. I will
only say that the system of buying food in the dearest market,known
2s the Common Agricultural Policy of the E.E.C., can do no good to
the people from whom Britain, happily and beneficially,purchases
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NOT FOR PUBLICATION OE REYERENCE
TO COHTEUT BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch Powell, MP at the
Annual Dinner of the Middlesex IdagistratesAssociation
at the Imperial Hotel, RussellSquare, London W.G.1.
at 8 pm, Saturday 1 December 1979

It is the peculiar pride of the British - or it was, until
1972 - that they obey laws made only by themselves, and made by
themselves either through immemorial usage and precedent or through
a parliament which is supreme and unfettered. Where other nations
live under written constitutions which their courts interpret, the
British Crown in Parliament brooks no concurrent or superior authority.
We write our own constitution as we go:

there is no code, no funda-

mental statute, no bill of rights which says what Parliament may or
may not do.

The courts - from the magistrates' bench to the House

of Lords - apply and interpret the law as it is;

but Parliament can

change or correct it at pleasure.
Of all this, as a Briton, I make no complaint. I had sooner
trust the preservation of my liberties to my fellow countrymen actinz
through their elected representatives than to any judicial college9
be it never so eminent, enlightened or learned.
But because there is no written constitution, no statute of
inalienable rights, that does not mean Parliament cannot make bad
There is right and wrong, justice and injustice,
._ . .. . .
even when these are not codified or entrenched. No constitutional

law and unjust law.

•

power exists in this country that can strike down an unjust act of
parliament. It is and remains the law, and binding upon the citizee
But it may nonetheless be contrary to natural justice.
Such laws, when Parliament does make them, are not made with
do not face the dilemma of the
tyrannical or evil intent. ',:Te
citizen confronted by authority which lawfully sommands him to do
evil. 'ThenParliament enacts unjust laws, the motive

is commonly

fashionable
beneficent, and it commonly acts with public approval an(7.
thought overwhelmingly in favour. All the more heavy, in the absence

- 2 of a written constitution and a supreme court, is the responsibilitj
of those who perceive the wrong to influence parliamentary and
public opinion at whatever inconvenience or cost to themselves.
I will give an example which illustrates all these circumstances. The Road Safety Act 1967, better perhaps known as the
Breathalyser Act, defiled the statute book with law which is
flagrantly contrary to natural justice. It is an undisputed
principle of natural justice that no one shall be compelled to give
evidence against himself.

This act, however, created an offence of

such a character that no one could be convicted of it except by

C

incriminating himself, and a further offence of refusal by the
itizen to give evidence against himself.

Such a legislative abo=11-r,

tion was only perpetrated and only survives on the statute book - in
fact, there are some who actually wish to see it strengthened because of 7'widespread preoccupation with road casualties which
amounts almost to a public mania, and because of the idea that a
however bad, however unjust, however contrary to the elementary
principle of justice, is perfectly all right if it can be claimLd for
it that it "saves lives".
3y a cruel irony this Act can be proved - a very rare insta7-ce
of scientific proof being possible in this context - to have had _
effect whatsoever upon alcohol as a fa.ctorin road casualties. for
was enacted and came into force,
"'some time before the le,,:_dslation
there had been the practice - almost certainly, by the way, unlawful,
as a Home Office minister admitted to rio- to hold a post-mortem
examination for blood level

of alcohol upon all persons kill d an

read accidents when in control of a motor vehicle.
possible validly to compare before and after.
of

It is thus

Upon the proportion

ec
bodies with higher alcohol levels, there was no effect a'hatsc

even momentarily: the proportion continued to rise without intirrution.

or moderately above that
'Jherelevels were only sliFThltly

which Irs been made criminal, there was a brief dip;

but after

,•

3
short time the upward tendency was resumed and the former trend-line
soon regained.
We have thus the chagrin of knowing that we have breached s
principle of natural justice with no attendant benefit whatsoever.
Nevertheless, I emphasize that the auestion of attendant benefit is
irrelevant. We dare not say that unjust laws, or laws which breach
the fundamental rules of justice,become acceptable if some benefit
can be shown

to flow from them.

Public benefit does not make

injustice just narunconstitutional acts constitutional; nor, in
other context; wou d anyboay ream of arguing that i
•

oss.

n treis

context,however, the spokesmen of natural justice are unheard or
abused.

"Don't you care about road casualties?" one is asked;

or

"how dare you attempt to justify drunken driving?"
to be, and it is, a
The answer of course is, "yes, it ous-dit
crime to be in charge of a vehicle when one's capability of drivin
it is impaired by alcohol or drugs; but the commission of that
crime ought to be, and can De, brought home to those who commit it
without demanding the creation of other a d new crimes, which
affront the elementary principles of justice". The breathalyser ls-s
is bad law because it is unjust law.

It is dangerous law because

the precedent, once accepted, of a crime defined by self-incrimin:
and backed by an enforceable duty to give evidence a-ainst oneself
p is
li

so potentially useful to governme-t a_d so convenient for the

satisfaction of public hysteria that it remains a menace fxthe
future so long as it exists upon the statute book.
expunjed from i

It ought to '

as other unjust laws and judgments have peen;

maci

whose business is with justice and whose duty is to resist
thoss.,
prejudice and eschew fear and favour ou,7htto be among the formost
in raisinE their voices to that effect.

NOT FOR PUBIICATION O. RETERENC7
TO CONTE= BEFORE TIME OF DELIVERY
Extract from speech by the Rt.Hon.J.Enoch Powell Li2
to the Shropshire Branch of the British Institute
of Management, at the Schools, Shrewsbury,
8 pm, Friday, 30th hovember, 1979 /1%
,
c kl.4
Aett,-(0,'
AeLiwi4-4
The Electoral Reform Society carried out last month for
British Leyland a secret ballot of its employees on the Company's
proposals for the recovery of British Leyland. The result was Yes,
106,000, No, 15,500, or a majority of over 870 in favour of the
Company's proposals amonE the 80% of its onployees who voted - a
higher turn-out, incidentally, than is usual at a general election.
The Chairman then addressed to the anployees a letter in stirring terms.

"Those,"he said, "who voted ae.ainstthe plan MUST now

accept the clear and decisive view of the majority. We must now
forget out differences and together work to put EL firmly on a
recovery path".

The news was hailed by the Conservative Party and

by commentators in sympathetic journals almost as if they had wo-L
another election. What a boost for the cherished belief of so rlany
of the Government's supporters and perhaps of the Government itself
that they were on the right lines when in the 1971 Act they includej
a provision for compulsory ballot before strike action and when nowthey propose the use of public fundsto encourage and assist the
application of the same procedure much more widely!
Here was apparent confirmation that industrial disorder and
militant union activity were the work of a small and unrepresentatt,T3.
minority. Here was the way - or one way at least - to appeal over
the head of that minority to the solid, reasonable, well-intentioned
but silent majority.

"The positive attitude", said Sir Michael

Edwardes, "expressed by employees voting privately at home has to
be Quickly translated into a new sense of collective responslb-ilt,

at work

To vote for continuous production and then to become

involved in wildcat strikes would mean that we can never achieve
t e plan".
Dailr

In a leading article entitled "Showing the Way",

Tcleraph

ile

claired hut the ballot"vindicated not only Sir

- 2 -

4-

Michael's judgment about the views of his workers and their son
called representatives" but "provides the first full-scale lesso
for industry on a wider front".
I do not know whether Sir Michael knew what he was doing when
he, or British Leyland's PR consultants, used the phrase there
n or
"collective responsibility". I imagine not. Let a businessma
industrialist loose in politics, and he will create as much hs=c
ejrr.
as a plumber at large in an operating theatre. The concepts "coll
ive" and "reqpnsibility", and the combination of them to form

an

or
"collective responsibility", are not commercial or industrial

engineering concepts. They are political concepts, with very
ed definite and very important meanings. They were not only misus
the
or abused - by Sir Michael. His very abuse of them showed up
dangerous implications of introducing the referendum or general
secret ballot into industrial relations.
No "responsibility", whether individual or collective, can be
ility°
created by the outcome of a secret referendum; for "responsib
means that someone is called to account for the outcome of a decidinnsion which he has taken, and that he stands or falls by it accor
A referendum actually destroys responsibility, because it
seen,
purports to remove decision from the hand of those who can be
ly.

identified and held to account and to place it in the lap of an
,
anonymous unidentified multitude. "Collective responsibility" it
.p
need haleaybe added, ari-es when a decision is taken by a groii of
persons who either hang together or hang separately and who can
therefore be treated as a single entity that can be called to
account.
There is a further quality of a general secret ballot, as
tekn
c-yeosedto g-enuinelyresponsible decision. It is a decision
without civalificationand in abstraction, instead of a decision
stel
taken after debate in the face of actual circumstances and persi
in or altered as those circumstances alter, as they can do from

- 3 almost moment to moment, and in the light of implications which
only manifest themselves as time goes on and new facts emerge.
be two consecuences for industrial relations, bct:1
There -Tiould
of them disastrous, if the secret ballot wore widely used, either by
firms or through the pressures and inducements of government, in
order to appeal to the whole body of union membership over the heads
of the duly constituted leadership at whatever level.

It would in

the first place destroy collective bargaining and render genuine cooperation between management and labour impossible; for management
would have no counterpart which could take its own share of responaibility - a responsible management would confront a (literally)
irresponsible workforce.
The analogy with parliamentary democracy is conclusive. If,
when a government, with the support of its parliamentary majority,
took a particular decision or adopted a particular policy - let us
say that the decision or policy was a difficult or unpopular one there could be appeal aEainst it, there and then, to a mass ballot
of the electorate at large, that would be the end of responsible
government; for neither elected ITembersof Parliament nor Cabinets
would be responsible for the consequences of their votes or their
actions. The result would be anarchy.
There is much talk about industrial anarc.py. The opposite
it and the antidote to it is industrial rospcnsibility, that is, a
representation of labour whicn is responsible, seen to be responsible, and held responsible, for the barg ins which it makes, the
action which it takes, the opportunities which it rejects, and the
upon those represented. This brins
consequences which thesc,(---ntf-il
me to the second of the disastrous results which the introductioY:
of the referendum intc industrial relations threatens.
The Government has set itslf
stability of the currency not,

LS

vention in the processes by which

upon a course of restorin-7,
retofore, bjattomrtcd interprices are fixed but
-es anc-i

—4
removin;7the monetary cause of inflation and leaving all concernea
to adapt themselves to a currency );:hich
is losing its value at an
ever slower rate.

It is a policy of non-c nfrontation; but as the

Chancellor of the Excheouer has repeatedly emphasized, it imposes
new responsibilities upon those who negotiate wa2:esand prices.

If

they misjudge either the general rate of fall of inflation or the
real supply and demand position in the individual case, or both, the
results will be avoidable bankruptcy and unemployment. This
dangerous passage can only be safely navigated if the responsibility
is firmly placed and kept upon the leadership of the trade unions
•-

•••••

-.^ 0 -•••

at every level.

•ft...,

The rank and file cannot discharge that responsib-

ility, except through the due democratic processes of holding their
own representatives accountable for the outcome.
mn understand this process and to sustain

t, ought not to

be too difficult for a parliamentary nation.
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Speech by the -!=et.
7on. I. Thoch Powell, B.P. to the Garvaghy
Branch of the South Down Unionist .Lssociationat the
Carnew
Grange Hall, Banbridge, Co. JDOVM,at 8 p.m, Friday 23 -Hoy. '79
In politics there are times for private advice and times fcr
public advice. Mich is which, like everything else in politics,
in a matter of judgment. It is my judgment that at this moment
I might, without risk of doing harm and some chance of dein
good, send an open letter to the Prime Einister. •Promwhat
address could it be better sent than from this place in my own
Ulster constituency?
nat I have to say to her is to some extent prompted by my
duty to my constituents (all of them) and to this province (the
whole of it). Put even more is at issue; for no national
interest would be served if the Priffie
Linister, who is in some
sense the nation's ren,resentativefor the time beire' were to be
nersonally committed to a course of action which was based unon
misapprehension and which might, in the outcome, cast doubt upon
her candour.
'ehen
Thatcher became -2rimee:inister,her :•.eneral
rolicy
towards Horthern Ireland had been flrmly stated. She was
committed to the maintenance of the rarliarzentaryUnion of
Great Britain and -JorthernTreland, and had undertaken to try to
remedy the principal disability under which this =evince
labours as compared with the rest of the nation, namely, the
virtual absence of local government, thouh the Conservative
Party was not committed as to the exact way in which that lach
niFtt best be made 7ood. She had ae.therisedher spe'-:e=ento
inform the previous leader of the Ulster Unionist Party,
'e'est,
that, whatever view mii-++be taker of a devolved parliaTreent
and government - a "Stormont, to ac the shorthand =7
envisaed durin.:z
pression - such a dvelopment was not
thc lfr,timr, of the .r-sPnt pa-rlime-qt. it 77as in accordance
with this position of the Prime kinister that the new Secretar
State proceeded in a commendably duiet and unostentatious fa.
to acouaint himself 7.;;ith
the province aTh =ve

towards imbl

tion of the -Party's manifef]to.
Ril this was chanoed thrco no ks
the House of Cor=ons
oonstitutional
areement,

:417o.To the sturefactien

the Seeretary of State sudde

confranco

at

ihch

tne Gover=ent

if attainablc, uT)on one of et rane

announc—
would sce

of ontions

cd

-

2 -

full legislative and exec,Jtivedevolution, with the sole ex:ceptich
security. Tht :TorthernIrcland Office was as much takr,rabaok bv
the sudden change as was the House of Corons, which could hardly
credit that the Secretary of State had not breathed a word of his
intention to the party leaders with whom he had beer,in consult•
a day or two before.

It was soon rumoured that the Prime IJAnister

personally had given the orders, as it was also rumoured that she
personally had prompted the deferment of the publication of the
Bound&ry Commission's draft proposals for Ulster's additional five
or six seats in Parliament. The subsequent steps were pushed ahead
at breakneck speed so that the conference could begin its work
•

early in December;

and ir a unique intervie

given to the

announced that, in default of agreement,
mimes the Prime ...-inister
her government would "impose" constitutional changes on :Tortherli
Ireland, though that was not easy to reconcile with the Government's
professed neutrality as betwee-cthe various 'brtions° .
One thin,gis certain. If -Prme iinister L.:inch
had given
instructions for all this, it could not have been more clo'sely in
accordance with his wishes.

In recent weeks he has be,7enheard sJ,y-

ing on both sides of the _tlantic that ho was not looking for

13ritain'simmediate withdrawal from Ulster but wanted instead to

.

see a fully devolved ,,Tovernmenthere as the first step to ,7hat
.

0

Irish 1Jationalist calls "re-unification'', but with British troops
responsibl&3 for sPcurity in the mes.nt.

In this stance, which

hailed as "moderate", he asked the American

all

•ec,vernmentto withhol

support from the T,R,A., was promised 2,merican money if :-:::reement
could be reached in Ulster, and incutieusly
about helicepters

let fall some words

on the Eorder which Est him" into hot water,

Daily Express had tht flavour exactly, if uhwittinrdy, riht

when

few days ago it concluded a 1:ader favourable to ril"
Lynch with th
sentencef

"T,Irs
7hatr'her flan strenthen

by reinforciny

her propoed

h:r lynch's he.nd at this

initiative oh. i.Torth-rn

la

•

- 3 I will only say this.

if a personal deal had been mJ.de

botwe,,nldrLynch and th,,,
Trime Yiinigterwhereby she would do hr-r
best to fulfil the Taoiseachls politicl demands in return for ulispecified assistance on his rart in dealin with the T-H.A., the
U.S.A., the E,1].C.or who knows what, not a single thing that
happened - from the apparent gaucherie of the Secretary of State to
the emotionally chared

involvement of the Prime :inister herself -

would have needed to be different. It is against that backFLround
that I tonight address the followin,gopen letter to the Prime
Minister.
"Dear 1.argaret,
am venturing, as a senior Privy Councillr.rand
one who has concerned himself deerly with the af-Fairsof
Ulster for the last ten years, to offer certain advice.
do so in the belief that you and I share the same devotion to the Union, the same sense of national honour and
- in our differing situations - the same dedication to
the safety and vell-being

of our fellow-subjects.

'That 7 hays to gay is that any 3,eal or agree=t
the government of the Irish Re ublic, whereby that governrosht

•

would somehrTs assist Pritain in return for political concessions in Ulster, would

In,- road to disastel-. Quite

apart from your own assertion, which I support, that the
internal affairs of any part of the United Kir,dom are the
exclusive concern of the 7.K. alone, there are t7o facts
it is lital to understand.
One fact is ths.

'A7hateverhis a7n inclinations, 1:ir

cannot delivel-. To pove-rnment of the Republic can be
ss,sn to be offectuall7 assisti
±he

the sscurity forces in

and survive politically.

the reality about the -Ropublic.
moral judjment.
situation.

only sayt

I make ne complt

it is an uncharzinE

That is
and
fact of,se

•

4
7he second fact is that ou-,Ronn

Catholic fellow-

citizens in Hister can only be safe when the permanente
of tho parliamntary

Union is placod boyond all roasonabTs

doubt, because ohly that can deprive the
to terrorise and blackmail them.

of the ",7==

Tf Her Dsty's

is — I do not say perceived, but even misundorstood
s

osro constitutional

orY.anements whioh thr, naoisoach

could reF::.ard
as the first step to "re-unification",
seauence will be an immense encouraoment

•

- to -Le

to th

tho con-

I0Rand

tho losc, of many more lives than yould otherwise have beeh
claimed.
Plor's* do not think that I underestimate
upon you from these at hom.. and abred

the pressureo

- in the Republic,

on the Continent, in nterica and in the RoreiFn Cffics - who,
even if they aro well-intehtioned,

do not understand thes,s

reL-.1itis. Rut they are pressu-ocs which have to be withstecd
for the sake of those rho can only look to you.
terrorism in -Ulster - e be b-aht
constitutional
delusion.

•

rode

chr

The idea t

off or counteracted

of .any kind i-

--tvral tut

7he men of violence will interpret cvori move

t.,naerthat imirression :as evidonce that they ore

t oL...ndo..;reacl,

will be rondrr

,„„e_f)opa_
at_ea

corresponir

Toro vuTeille

_

and

heartened.
: have to w,arn :ou
Government wer

IoIo

that, if Her

je2ty's

ne:7 t0 throw the :affors of -Sister bock f-et

the mc:Thhio:pot of the '37;2::

1972

tO 1975,

a needless an
Yet=

ever,

lnoch."

it ':rould
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is 1-ilecy.

ti:atj==c72

I ha,:e-:)eoll
a :Irofeor

of

of you -;]:10:::e
inz_;
a . cc.f to 'co:-_;e
__-7eve7e,are in Is

coo od t17.e
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at all.

Or.

.Y11-ttev,-,-.

he-!'eahore li to.bscoae literate

tq

ahility to ree thEiwritten werCI
-2
4

"root

ion and.-ith

t was in r'e-r tInt

this

ou LTht

_"„cade::_y creted
"

:

s

711cevor and v:hateveryou

ins oar ::(7i1.--tlon
be lte,-at.-thcA
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NO7_'
FOR PUELICATION OR F1]-.EEUO
TO CTJT=7 BEFORE TIME OF D7TIVER7
Speech by the Rt. Hon. J. Enoch '2owell,MP, at the
25th Anniversary Dinner of the Forfar and District
Round Table, at the Reid Hall, Forfar
8 pm, Friday, 9th November 1979

I do not suppose that here in Scotland there is now much more
approval than there is in Ulster for the European Economic Communt7:
and all its works.

Even in En7land individuals willing to confe

to having voted YES in 1975, let alone to say that they would do
the same again, are few and far between. There is an instinctivo,
widespread and growing sense of irritation, disappointment and
bewilderment. I have nothing aL:.ainst
instinct: it is a surer
.

guide to a nation than reasonin:7or party programmes. What I do
find lacking, and alarmingly lacking, is still any understandinc'of
what kind of animal the =00.

really is.

The British can be

terribly naive and ingenuous when dealing with the continental
nations - something perhaps due to the live-and-let-live mentality
of an island people, prone to regard others as basically "pretty
good chaps" like themselves.
Most recently, this incomprehension was illustrated by the
gasps of astonishment and incredulity with which the flagrantly
illegal French ban upon the import of British mutton anc7,
lamb iz,Le
received in the United Kingdom.

"Vhy on earth", people wondere,

"has France, of all nations, set out to flout the princi les of tle
Community of which it was a foundr?"

"They are breaking the

defying the Commission, sr::ashinz
up the Co=unity", 1Deopleexcli
How far out of touch with r.,alityis it possible to get?
France knows perfectly well what she is doing.

It is

essentially what she has done whenever necessary since the inceotion of the Com unity.

The same 7-rancethat withdrew from the

7orth Atlantic Treat7 Crganisatior,and so remains

to this daj.

despite many predictions to the contrary, understands thet the
Community rests upon French and German accord and that her levere

- 2 -

is therefore, for practical purposes, unlimited. By using tht
leverage she secured her veto upon Community decisions by the socalled Luxembourg Agreement; by using that leverage she entrencethe Common Agricultural Policy in its existing form and made it
the sacrosanct centre-piece of the Community before permitting tho
British application for membership to proceed.

She is now using

that leverage to bring mutton and lamb within the

and will

do so again whenever there is a danger of the Community not
functioning as the instrument of French national interests.
We

hear from time to time that Germany is sympathetic to thi

or that British point of view within the Community. It has eveli
been sugested that hints of German support wore what encourage
the Primo Iqinisterto go out on to a limb in demanding, complet
with deadline, the elimination of Britain's fl,000 million net
annual tribute to the Community. The idea is anyhow preposterc=
that the continental countries intend to transfer on to their 0,;T:
baks the burden with which the current rules leave Britain ci_pf,32,e
but if it means touching France's ark of the covenant, the Co=on
Agricultural Policy, the Jrench have only to give the sin
Germany will fall into line with them.

and

The first rule of Germ=
am

link with
statecraft is the maintenance of the Common ':/larket
That may not be ever so;

but it is so for the foresocable future.

Germany and France are the Siamese tins

of the European

Community.
Britain, we ought clear 7,to u:ndrstand, all humbug set as:Ld..:
is expendable. Her function in the Community is to provide tho
continent with a captive market for dear food, and to place at tin
7ritain's
assets, whether
disposal of the Community for common use
be the seas around her consts

fish stocks") or
"Com,-lunity

sources of power (the "Communit7 energy stocks"). It is not
accident that Britain firfisherself the milchcow of 1]urope
was the idea of-it from the start.

fLint

The national interests of France and her in-built bargaininpower are buttressed by the appetites common to all the continental
members.

There is a deep sense and a longer perspective in which

the institutions and the policies of the EO-L.C.are not merely
incompatibl€,with those of Britain but antagonistic. They
correspond with the fundamental antagonism between an

offshore

island and the adjacent continent. In this sense the

capture of

the United Kini7domby the Common Market represented the reversal
of Britain's successful maintonanoo of her independenie since the
sixteenth century

the counter-attack in a new, non-military forf

had at last succeeded and reduced the historic arbiter of Europe,
at least temporarily,to the disarmed status of another Eurorean
state.

The combination of Germany and France, that eventuality

dreaded and always frustrated by our forefathers, has produced,
albeit under an unexpected 41.:,ise,
the outcome they foresaw.
am ,,,rzare
that the vocabulary I have just been usin,27
is so
unaccustomed as to make the scene as T describe it ap-oeara fliyht
of fantasy.

If so, that is only a measure of our insular

inability

or unwillingness to understand the reality and strength of the
political emotions and forces which lie below the conventional
surface of politics on the neighbourin:7land mass.

Britain may

have told herself, and allowed herself to be told, while she

411 hsitated

on thi-threshold ef the Community, that "the day of the

nation stat;,,
is ovor". Twenty-one mils

away the nation state is

as real and vital as in the days of Kapoleon or the Kaiser.

The

same institutions which reouired Britain to abjure the parlie-t-y
soverointy that is the native mark of our nationhood aro the
instruments exploited b:;,'
France to 7ive expression to her 21ational
ks for Germany, are we really so blind or so innocent as to
thinktO

9

-

out of history"? The .-_,erman
Chancellor vilted
Republic in the middle of laTt month.

the ir-ish

in the course of that vis_it

•

4
he informed his hosts that Germans understaYldwhat it moans fcr
"a nation to be separated". Herr Schmidt was no doubt under no
misapprehension as to what he was saying or what he would be unThrstood to be saying. He was aligning Germany with the claim of th
Irish Republic to extend its sovereignty over a part cf the United
Kingdom, and he was doin,7so in flagrant defiance of the basis of
the E.E.C., namely, the acceptance by all its members of the
terribrial rights and integrity of the other members.
only an avowal of hostility to Britain.

it was not

It was also an expression

of the age-old lon ing of the West European continent to create a
counter-weight to Britain upon her outer flank.
Once we understand all this, we have ourdbfence in our own
hands, and ample power, both practical and legal, to maks it

Y•j.

Practically, the bargaininc,levers, ifvz want to use them, are in
our hands.

It is our market for high priced

' agricultural

produce that the Community wants, our market for European
industrial proaucts, our sources of energy, our soverei

waters,

our adhererce to a Common Monetary System that would place us at
the mercy of our continental competitors. To leave the CoaT-unity
would cost us nothing, assessed at the very lowest;
continental 2urope dear.

it would cc2t,

Europe is suitorto us, not we to Europe.

1_11this leverage is ours upon ono condition;

that is that, like

Trance, we are prepared to treat Our membership of the 7].E.C.as
an open question, ad dependent upon each successive issue bein
settled in accordance with cur national ,-ecuiroments. Until we do
_ that, all ,irs7hatcher'74-Pin:::
words, hor "=st",
her "not later than Lublin",arc-=pty
by those to whom they are dircted.
sh 1)is neotiable,then and only thn
"rust" and "now" relly

and hc:r"now"

bluster and seen to Lt:mAch
Once accept that our mcillbc,rreally
does "rriust"
bE,,come

"now".

I am not one of the increT..sinr
numbcr of thos

who -'rant
thu

T.J.K.
to act ille,77ally,
who say that "if :r=cc: loraks the law of

- 5 the Community, then we will break it too", who ar&me that we ouht
to withhold payments due from us until we have eliminated the
£1,000 million tribute and restored a balance between payments and
receipts.

I am with the Prime Hinister on this.

Granted it was an

inconceivable act of abdication and self-humiliation that in 1972
we embodied the law of the Community in our own law, and indeed
gave it supremacy over the rest.

The fact remains that, so len7

as that act remains in place, the law of the Community is the
ueen's law, and we dishonour ourselves if we repudiate it, lot
France or other countries - with their different conception of file
relationship between law and the state - do as they will.

Inere Jee

no need, as there is no justification, for Eritain to act
we can, and we should, with full leality re-assert the independence
that we never ought to have surrendered. To our doinP7so neither
the Treaty of Rome nor the Treaty of Brussels narany other instr'amart are lawful impediments.
Wheel'',
the consultative referendum on Community membership was
held in June 1975, Her Tiajcsty'sGovernment, with full legal
approbation and no one dissenting, addressed the 73ritishelectorate
and all whom it miR-htconcern anywhere as follows

"if the -result

is Yes,our continuing membership of the Community will depend on
the continuing assent of T'arleiament".That means, what is unde.e_iale,
that at any moment Parliament has the power - legallmoral orb
factual - to amend or repeal t'heAct of 1972 which embodied
Community law in our own and 7-7ave
the Co=unity fiscal and leaslative supremacy over Farliament itsc,lf. This is what v,r3
should
now do.

We should so amcnd that Act of 1972, which is as a[Jend:1D1:2

as any other A.ctof Parliament, so t-natwe, Pritain, ro=7,hin
control
throuh

Parliament of our own laws, our own taxation and our own

administration.
Ther and.not untll then will th(_:
Co7unity know that we mean
busiress.

Th-fland nnt until th€:nwill ou-raerebershim.
of the

.•

- 6 -Community have become negotiable. I am not suggesting that ye
should thereupon instantly break all our pre-existing enga,gements
with the other states of the Community. I am not even suggestin
that those which we are determined to alter should be broken
without negotiation and without consideration given to the Dositio1-1
of our former partners. Least of all am I sugzesting that we
should break the law of the Community so long as the relevant
part or section of it remains the law of the United Kingdom.

ll

that would be wrong and, what is more, needless; for our situatitn
would have been transformed. Ve should be a free sovereign rzetion
ajain and we should be able, and the world and Europe would know
that we intended, to remould our associ-tion with the nations of
the Community into a form consistent with our nationhood, our
independence and our national aims and interests.
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"A T3-tter ,:cYV"
by he Rt. Ho:l.J. Hnoch Powell, 1,:1?
re
A 1.--ap,=.r
Conference,
$ociety .:_r,nual
at t'ne
London,
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Royal Lancaster
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at 9.15 am, ":edlIesday,

Governments, and the politicians of whom they are composed, are
not in the marketing business themselvPs.
supposed to be e
electorate;

:=1r-iht,I know we are

a -ed in selling ou- res7Dectivepolicies to the

reality is different.
but t'n,e

Like that of the clery

Aif the doctors, our business is to persuade people what will be 7ood

.11P

for them;

and in the last analysis it is our own judgment and vision

that we place at their service, to accept or to reject.

71:entherefoe-E

I speak of a bet_er way, it is not a better way of marketing, but a
better way for the nation to think, and therefore to behave, than it
has done these many years past.
If mine is indeed a better way, it ought to be better for those
of all callinjs, including marketine:,which is, after all, the busins:
of establishing communication between production and consumption.
For the last twenty years, and increasinly

during that period,

this nation has suffered from a massive inferiority complex. lost
of its doctors, showinera deplorable I-norarce of psycholoy, have
ent the time shouting at it and telling it to pull itself together
and do better, and then it won't feel so inferior.

Ijybetter way is

the opTosite approach - to tell it that there's nothing wrong with
doing splendidly.
it, and -7t's

In order, admittedly, to prove that

satisfactorily, it is necessary to make certain actual adjustments;
but those are adjustments to the behaviour of e7overnmEnt,not of the
7-overned. :et me, then, just rur thrnugh a 7ist flf73riain'sselfacc,'eations,the respective rebuttals, and the correspondin

practical

steps, if any, recuirin,7to be taken by government.
One:

•

we don't grow as rast as other nations.

2 -

Imswer:

you are in fact, on the statistics (regarding which see

below),Erowing cuite nicely, at a rate which (if the expression meant
anything) would 'double the standard of livinE' every twenty-five
or thirty years.

You ought to thank your stars that you aren't

growing as fast as some countries, at dizzy rates between 10 and 20
per cent per annum and even faster;

for that means a subversion

of the way of life and the habits of a society.

In any case, the

statistics are phoney, because they do not measure those elements of
the good life which a.e4reducible to international numerical tables. ,
•ion
to be taken by government: none, except to stop collecting the
statistics and talking about growth, and to make fun of the whole idea.
Which leads me directly to
Two:
the
can

'standard of lying':
Answer:

be tested.

we are the third poorest nation in

nonsense, we are not anything of the sort.

This

Despite all the difficulties of language etc.Ithe

inhabitants of the genuinely poorer countries fight and cheat like
mad

to get into the United Kingdom.

On the other hand, though there

are no barriers in the Common Market, there is no stampede out of

Britain onto the Continent.
we profess to believe.

m

7e simply don't in practice accept what

Anyhow, whatever the comparative figures

n - and incidentally, the exchange rates would make nonsense of

tiem
# ,if nothin_
g else did - there is nothing
_ to be worried about.

,

For

the last century, on a similar basis, the standard of living in the
United States has been higher - up to two and a half times higher than ours, and we never before let it make us feel miserable failures.
Reouisite government action:
Three:

as for self-accusation No. one.

'We are in chronic ,l_eficit
on cur balance of bayments,

and have difficulty in baying our way in the world.'

This count on

the charge sheet has done enormous h=

but bartial

in the past;

corrective action by government has larr-elyremoved the excuse, th/ou

-3

unfortunately the grimace has survived the disappearance of the
Cheshire Cat.

Payments always balance, becauss they can't help it;

but in the bad old days of fixed exchanp:erates, governnents had to
push and pull by might and main to get them to balance at the exchanEe
rates which they themselves fixed.

In the course of doing this they

abused and bullied their innocent subjects until they reduced them to
nervous wrecks, capable of believing such absurdities as that exporting is in the national interest but importing is not.
action:

Government

three hearty cheP-rsand the 7ational 2,-(1thPm
ln honou-r.
or
......“..11•111111..11C ••••••••...t

4

ating exchange rates;

con;:ratulationsto the present administra- '

tion for havin,==.7
abolished the c,rimeof exchanging money without per-

mission;

and the death penalty for any employee of the =Bankof En7land

convicted of using public assets to fudge the exchange rate.
Four:

'weak currency':

the pound is a weak currency, and keeps

on losin.27
its value e.tainstother currencies;

therefore we are

miseDable people'and shall soon not be able to afford imports'.
That was credible - to the credulous - so long as the exchange rate
went down.

Then the sterlinrzrate shot up;

rich we are F,7etti.

but nobody said, how

Instead people fell into a panic and thouEht

they would not be able to sell exports.
exchar.;7e
rate Y,asmaiming to

It is all rubbish.

o Vifñ rio rh

n,r how efficient or inefficient it is:

The

poor-a nation

it is simply the price at

AotonGy

ecer7G4ne./As

which the supply and demand for itsin terms or other4):=t-2itiii.
balance.
2Trancedid not become 100 times richer overnight when de Gaulle altered
the currency, nor are we twice as poor when a pound sterling exchanjes
for'4as

we were when it exchanged for four414.5.

Five:

'comptit4vnee

an

Prricir,ncy': we cannot match our

are inefficient.

Thswer:

the danger of being taken in by metaphors.

this illustrates

!.:ertion'comption'

and your hearer thinks,of the Olympic Eames, when the contestant wins
iho runs the course (or whatever it may be) faster than his fellow

- .4 -

competitors
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that
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ninepins,
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that

knocki-7
it
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...
nation

because

our

money

loses its surchasing power here in Britain much faster and for much
loner

than it does in other similar civilised countries.

This

proposition, as it stands, 1 shall not seek to controvert. A socie
which is content, year after year, to cheat and be cheated on the
scale represented by inflation rareeingbetween 8 per cent and 28 per
cent per annum is neither an admirable or a healthy society, and cne
does not escape from that censure by observi=, that a slow, seculor
inflation is the common historical experience of humanity.
that inflation is caused, and only ced,

nhe in___
ote414

by 7overnrientshas ;T:alne(:,
•_

ecently so widely that 7 can allow myself to take it for 7ranted;
,
i
of the accusation. 77ehave
1ut that again does not blunt the ed,c7e

111

still to admit that this is a nation which permits and encourages
governments to oranise

the all-pervasive fraud of inflation, by

no
rewarding those who have done so with its confi:aenceand preferri

to be cheated rather than taxed in order to finance what it expects
the state to provide.
So at last 1 have come to something of which we ought indeed
to be ashamed, but for reasons which have nothing to do with other
nations, ,ehichwould be just as valid if we were the only people on
the face of the earth.
lii_rst,teach;
Al

411
citizens

then, act.

_ction, then, to be taken by government:
Teach, not preach.

_

Do not denounce the

for the conse'iuencesof vhat you, the 7overnment,have yovr-

selves 'been ]oing;

but teach them the true causes and the true

effects, upon the basis of which you will proceed to act.

The acti:n

is to cease, for practical purPoses a d at least nor the time bein:
to bc,'row; and that in turn means s-lendin-less, especially in
capital terms, and taxine'

-

The

in
e-ti-- ha,7to 1)2,),-siste-a

against the background of the tenporary dislocLtion wheh
literally inevita'cleacco=animent

a declinine:rate of inflati:n
(D4'

- a dislocation, what is worse, which will manifest itself lore7bef:
the decline of inflation has worked throue:hto visibility in the

retail price index.

It is I fear an action which is not simultaneous7:

compatible with a policy of incentive through tax reduction.
It is however an action which is compatible with - indeed,
necessary to - the recovery of national good conscience in another
area, which brings me to
Seven:

'the trade unions':

We are an inferior and declinirg

nation because of our appalling and chaotic industrial relations.
There is no doubt to my mind that this belief has contributed more
than anything else to our national inferiority complex.

It has

**almost 'becomea national obsession, lovingly treasured and enhanced
by the flavour of class-feelini,:
which it attracts.

International

statistics, not so unfavourable in this respect as elsewhere, are as
powerless to challenge the prejudice as they are potent to sust1Ln
others.

The nation has convinced itself, even the rank-and-file of

the trade unions themselves, that its influence and repute are undermined and its efforts are sabotaged by industrial disorder;

and tIle

conviction received powerful reinforcement from the events of last
winter.
Those very events furnish a starting-point from which to demolish
it.

For twenty years successive governments had promulgated the now
_ .
Agliscarted hypothesis that trade unions cause inflation by forcing up
41111
wa&.-es
and thus prices. The attempt to act on that hypothesis had
destroyed the Wilson r:overnmentof 1966-70 and the Heath government
of 1970 74.
-

In a final act of the same folly - at least one may be

allowed to hope that it was final - the Labour ,3overnme_tof
Calla-7hanattempted to enforce a

waf-e limit upon a 10;1,
inflation.

The inevitable and p-edicted failure was acco7r, nied by unt)recedented
irrational and anarchical manifestations of union action.
The way is now open, however, to an entirely altered approach
by government to the trade unions.

If the trade unions cannot cause

inflation, a whole battle-'frontbetween „Tov;rnmentand the citizen

7 is eliminated 'at a stroke':

as employer/ as well as guardian, of

the currency,th e government no lon,7:er
has necessity or justification
for confrontation with the trade unions.

That admittedly leaves open

the unsettled Question whether trade union action does in fact alter
the real cost, as oprosed to the r7onevcost, of labour) ither in
particular employments or — more improbably — in general.
Hap,,ily
. it is not necessary
that ouestion;

r my present purpose to pursue

for on the assumption that trade union action does

alter, in the particular or the general, the relative cost r,f
•

ere are two separate considerations which ou7ht to allay public
anxiety or misunderstanding and dissuade government confrontation.
7 he

first is the improbability that such action would on any larL7e

scale

p1,1E711

the cost of labour beyond the point where the derand

for it fell off on that account.

There is no doubt that money waes,

let alone real wages, are 'sticky' in a downward direction:

that is

indeed the fulcrum on which deflation pl-oduceqits familiar effects.
But the whole experience and vested interest of trade unionism lies
in an ability to F7augeaccurately the true supplzrand demand break—
even point in real terms;

and there is nothing in recent history to

sugEest that the trade unions' hand has lost its cunnin.
4

The

ture of the trade unions ne..;-..otlats'I
their
L7own merlbersout of

employment has more to do with presentation and propaganda than with
reality.
Suppose, however, that in fact the activi%

of the trade unions

renders the real cost of labour, in particular or :renerally,hi,7-her
than it would otherwise have been.

.:,fter
the previous illusions whic':.

we have :'—emolished
we are now ,.,ntitled
to
4

-1.--,t,7,!!

''andwhat would be

thr-twculi 1-1=en would be t1-2-

the schedule and pattern of domestic prices and activity, and the
external balances of the exchan,:ne
rate and flows of tra e and capital,
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would adust

themselves to that altered - probably sli?ttly
altered situation. 7:ewould say as a naticn: "this is
how we have arraned
our domestic affairs, unless arZ until, for reas
ons which appear
good

to

us,

we decide

on our awn initiative to chamze;

and

we shall

think no worse of ourselves because what we choo
se to do is duly
reflected
in economic terms, both internally and in our inte
rcourse
with

the

outside

world".

For my part, a nation which could feel and thin
k in this fashi=
would have found "A,better way".
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President:
I should like to welcome here today on your behalf the Rt. Hon.
Ehoch Powell MBE, MP. We are delighted Sir, to have you with us
and we are obliged to you for finding time in your busy programme
of engagements to be with us.
Bill Tompkins of Rush & Tompkins a Past President of this Conference,
last week in a long reply to Conference on a Paper about the "pricing
problem" observed that there was a lot of sound sense in the recommendations and went on to say "you will notice that I have not used the
words commonsense, as good sense I find in the building industry far
from common".
Well that really is the reason why we invited Mr. Powell to address
us again, because when he was last here in March 1977, he gave us a
lot of good advice, and many of us felt that was positively the best
advice we have,ever received, and it did make good sense.
Today Mr. Powell has chosen as his theme "Inflation, Retrenchment
and the Construction Industry" and we all await eagerly what he has
to tell us today.
So ladies and gentlemen our Guest of Honour needs no further introduction from me, and it therefore gives me great pleasure to welcome
the Rt. Hon. Enoch Powell.

Enoch Powell
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, thank you for having done me
the honour not once but now twice to make me your guest. Indeed you
have even aq-ravated this compliment in more than one way. Your
original invitation was for a date in April, and when on the dissolution of Parliament I communicated with your 0:z1lent Secretary to
point out the incompatibility between that enga
at and the situation in which I then found myself, he on your
'if,(I don't know

whether you know this), generously, no doubt over-generously, replied
platform. There
that I might st7._71.-La doi_ngthat; neverwerc
nrfle town.
iDodioLi
woold
Conf,-;2o1
been willing to say.
I ar
onlzirecorded, vocally as well as IiiwriLIg,at
I said the last
time, but have actually been playing it back. Now, this is the sort
of thing which immediately puts a lioliticiaron his guard. He has of
course to contend with the infallible record of Hansard, and much of
his activity consists of throwing quotations from Hansard at his
political opponents; but going xi the record is something which isn't
always agreeable to politicians, especially those who are hardened in
the game, with a strong ',-2ense
of self-oreservation. However, I uhaerstand that it has only been in closed circles, and circles which apparently are prejudiced in-favour of the speaker, that these performances
have been-given. I won't therefore raise the question of copyright and
performer's rights and all that, which in other circumstances I might
seek to bring up.
However, there is-one disadvantage from your point of view today. You
were good enough to say that on the last occasion I gave you good advice. The characteristic, amongst others, of good advice is that it
tends to have a certain sameness. If you want variety in the advice
you are given, then you may be sure that most of it is not good, just
as, if you want reliability in what you read, youOan't have variety which is why most of what you read in the press is either untrue or
nonsense. The reputation which you have fathered upon me and so
sedulously cultivated in this last two and a half years has therefore
put me in a difficult position, for which I apologise in advance,
namely that what I have to say may be - indeed, between you and me,
should be - very largely identical with what I had to say two and a
half years ago, since neither the laws of economics nor the characteristics of human nature have changed during the interval.
I want to begin with two warnings. One is a warning against generalization. All bodies, forgive me, like your own are prone to the danger
of generalization. You think you are an industry, and you talk about
building construction. Now there is no such thing as a building industry. I was introduced to this concept by a lecturer on the preSocratics at Cambridge who used to explain to us that there is no such
thing as a thing. He would put his academic cap on the desk and say
"that's not a thing, it's a cap". You can go through all nature and
never succeed in finding a thing. Similarly,you can go through all
human activity and never succeed in finding an industry. I am not
even sure you would have much success in finding a firm, though that
is much more like a voyage of discovery.
This isn't intended as a paradoxical or theoretical observation. It
is meant as a most serious warning. Don't mistake yourselves for part
of the building industry, because you can't be part of what doesn't exist.

You are what you are, doing and capable of doing what you are doing;
and the association or firm to which you belong is .equallyunique.
Start therefore frori:
Lhe Indql.;.eness
of -onr6o;
and of your undertaking, and eschsw, except in periods of social relaxation, the concept
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which yor foxuo
Lcieahly bcnd. After ail, s116
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my first warning.
MY second warning is against avoidable speculation. The word 'avoidable'
is obviously inTortant. We are all in the business of speculation, even
I am in the business of speculation, and (goodness knows) you must be;
but I did say 'avoidable' speculation. The unknown in human affairs is
vast and a7-)pallin7
2nough without 071'tF:kingon
, boal-cl
more thee the
absolute minimum of it. Endeavour therefore so to conduct yoar affairs,
that the element of forecast for the future shall be minimised; and this,
speaking as a politician, I now extend to say, be on your guard against
avoidable political speculation. Political speculation is in the air
which you breathe. You can't go out without drawing in whole draughts
of it. There is a common assumption, spread by governments, by politicians, by journalists, of how it's going to be. Everybody knows what
it is going to be like this winter. They all tell one another what
it's going to be like next year, what it's going to be like over the
next five years, the way the world's going, the way the nation's going.
It's what everybody knows.
In this environment, governments and politicians and parties have to
live, and speculation, as I have suggested, is part of their business
too. If they are government, their speculations are commonly produced
in a form which can be mistaken for being authoritative. When the very
politicians whom we tell one another we fundamentally distrust produce
an economic forecast, or even statistics of the present or past, then
noticing the words 'Her Majesty's Stationery Office' above the ever
increasing financial sum at the-bottom of the front page, we say to
ourselves, "This has nothing to do with politics; no, this is reliable,
this comes from Her Majesty's Stationery Office, it's almost endowed
with the attributes and sanctity of monarchy itself." Ladies and
gentlemen, it is a political document; and you can test this very simply
for yourselves. Take the Financial Statement which accompanies the
budget; take the economic forecasts over the next five years; and just
examine one figure - the figure of the percentage rate of real growth
over the next year, two years, whatever it may be.
Now I want you to put this question to yourselves. Supposing the
government's advisers and supposing the government itself was convinced
that over that period which might be the period of a parliament,
economic growth would be nil, or negative, do you think they would
print that? I can tell you the answer. Any Minister who printed that,
would be eaten alive by his colleagues. They would saY;
"Well, you may
well be right, but that's no excuse". So beware avoidable speculation,
above all avoidable political speculation; and nearly all generalised
speculation has a much larger political element in it than you suspect.

So as your guest, whom you have decided to honour, i ask myself what it
is I can offer you. I offer it subject to the very heavy qualifications
of the political topwhich I hve tcc
gc,blicexpenditure are
ics
you can't tni
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Inflation i7 (3ynam4r'.Inflation
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ion of a kind of change.
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ilJtthat definition.
is not quite sufficient: inflation is a fall in the value of money which
has exceeded what was generally exnected. If everybody knows and is convinced that the value of money will fall by 10 year by year, that is not
inflation - at least, it's not inflation in the sense in which I'm defining it, not inflation in-a sense that is of the slightest interest to you:
it has little practical difference from stability of the value of money for
all purposes with which you are corcerr-d. It is the defeatin:7of exnectations a:3to the future value of mosey which is the essential characteristic of inflation for practical purposes. This is what gives it its
short-term stimulant effect. It is also this dynamic nature of inflation,
the fact that it is exponential and has to be exponential, which gives it
its long-term disastrous effect.- The rule of the universe is that nothing
goes on for ever, what goes up must come down. That's true of inflation;
and then the expectations which are defeated are of a different kind from
those which were defeated on the way up. The expectations defeated by
falling inflation are the converse, as it were, of those defeated by rising
inflation. This has an obvious effect upon private activity, private construction activity.
Inflation is a cheating of the creditor. Operations which are carried
out on credit are favoured by inflation; for inflation cheapens the apparent cost of capital projects. This is a trick which is repeated, so
long as inflation, in the sense which I have defined it, goes on. Therefore expenditure which is governed by considerations of credit and capital
cost met by borrowing is stimulated by inflation. Inflation also obviously
has an effect on capital values, in that it continuously reduces the relative value of existing capital in money terms, and randomly alters the
monetary value of all forms of capital. These are characteristics of
inflation which are clearly interwoven with the activities of your industry, whose business it is, to create new physical capital assets,
mostly on credit.
I therefore feel that I should, not necessarily as a prediction, but as
a consideration which you should have in mind, say one or two things
about the future of inflation.
Let no-one be deceived, by the persistence since the early 1970's of
historically high rates of inflation, into supposing that they will
necessarily, or, I even dare to say, probably go on anything like that.
The experience of the years since 1972, is, I would venture to say,
likely in retrospect to be seen to be historically exceptional.

The whole probability of the years ahead is more likely to be invested
in the value of money.
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The possibility of experimenting with ihfIation was discovered in the
outer world in the 1960's and in the inner world, which we call the
:Likelyto he approaching the
West, in the 1970's. That experiment
latter part of its course now. The effect of the cessation of inflation is similar to the effect of deflation, and for the same reasons,
though it is not actually, technically,the same as deflation. This is
not accidental, not because the government mismanaged things, not because the trade unions behaved foolishly; it is in the nature of the
case that a reversal of inflation, (which I am using in the sense of
mounting inflation), must be accompanied by dislocation, which results
in a temporary lowering of the level of activity, for example of employment. This is likely to affect especially those activities which
can be deferred - which are not currently neoessary to life and existence. In other words it-is likely particularly to-affect activity on
the capital creation front. That's what I have to say about inflation
and its future.
Now public expenditure. The relevance of public expenditure to yourselves, is too obvious to need much illustration; but according to the
proportion of the total expenditure upon building which is state expenditure, the composition and type of that building is likely to be'
different: an aggregate of individuals taking private decisions will
not demand the same pattern of construction work as does the state
laying out the same amount of resources.
The state has its own different pattern for constructional demand. It
is also in a position not only to decide, but to be obliged, to vary
sharply the volume of construction work which it demands. All expenditure of government is current expenditure. Governments can't borrow.
That's not quite true; they borrow a little from outside but broadly
speaking, it is only inside a community that lending and borrowing
takes place. Virtually speaking, no government activity is done on
credit: it is all current activity. Indeed, probably the best way to
understand the reality of public expenditure is to see it as a sort of
corvee or forced labour, whereby through financial channels, the state
causes its citizens to do one pattern of work rather than some different
pattern, which they would otherwise have chosen. State expenditure is
all current, because it is current effort which the state is directing.
Now if the state wishes to vary its demand upon the public, to alter the
boundary, as it were, between voluntary and compulsory labour, corvee and
non-corvee in the economy, it finds itself looking at the schedule of its
expenditures. It wants to do something in a hurry - governments always
want to do something in a hurry, and this particular government is in a

bigger hurry than most. (I don't mean that as a coPplaint; I think
it is probably good judgement). So I draw your attention to:the feet
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What is more,a great deal of the remaining expenditure is generated
or varied by the expenditure classified as capital. As a Minister of
Health, I was very often confronted with the proposition that a given
number of patients suffering from a given number of diseases could be
treated - not necessarily cured, but treated - more efficiently or
effectively in one nice big hospital with all the modern equipment,
than in half a dozen or more obsolete hospitals without that eeuipment.
In new hospitals,moreover,labour would be employed to much greater
efficiency. That was true; but I also knew, (and the Treasury would
have warned me, if I had'nt knownit, but I came from the Treasury),
that a new hospital would generate higher real current expenditure
than all the hospitals put together which it superseded. So a
government which tackles the expenditure classified as capital expenditure, not merely succeeds in securing a diminution which bites
much sooner; it also succeeds in securing for the more distant future
a limitation of what would otherwise have been the demand for growth
on current account.
There's another consideration too. Far more votes are attached to
current expenditure than to capital expenditure. You may say there
are a lot of votes attached to a hospital that hasn't yet been built
in Walsall. I'm not sure. There is a lot of talking to be done a)out
the hospital that is not yet built in Walsall. But coppare the disappointment caused to the people on the waiting list now for treatment,
who are told that if they were on the waiting list ten years ahead,
they would'nt be on the waiting list if the new hospital at Walsall
had been built - compare their disappointment with that of the person
who is actually receiving something at this moment, whether in cash
terms or in real terms, and is told that after next week, or after next
year, he will not be receiving it. I do assure you that the votes are
overwhelmingly invested in current expenditure.
So construction is peculiarly related both to the level, and to the
trend of the level, of public expenditure. Its content is related to
the level and its volume is related to the trend of the,level. Let me
again then, as I did with inflation, lay my neck on the block, knowing
that I am on the record, and Say what I think is going to happen.
What I think is going to happen is that the transfer from one kind of
revenue to another, which has taken place and has produced a fall in
direct taxation,is fairly near to the possible limit. I would not
expect an indefinite continuation of the budgetary process which in
this year shifted taxation from direct to indirect and thus lowered
direct taxation. I also believe that the potentialities for a substantial percentage reduction in the proportionate claim of the state

upon total resources, are very limited. Inere is a fluctuation in these
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tinued diminution of the state's demands on what you call capital
account, is unrealistic. In a year or t-::e's
time I think the administration will be hard put to it to prodce either estimates or a budget
which corresponds with the expectations that are now current.
I've dealt with the two political topics, inflation and public expenditure, which featured in my title; but to redress the balance briefly
as I conclude, I will nevertheless say th.atthere are equally or even
more unpredictable factors not of a political character, in the sense
that they do not derive at all ascertainably from the acts or behaviour
of government or the acts Or behaviour of society in its political
guise, which may be much more important for those in construction than
either inflation or the level of public expenditure, or indeed anything
that governments can do. I mention some of them. One is demography,
the size and age copposition of the population, the size and social
composition of the population, the size and famiiY
composition of
the population. The demand for almost every kind of constructional
work you can imagine varies, for the same given population, according
to its composition in those various aspects.
Now about the future composition of the population - both of certain
areas and of the country as a whole - we know a great deal, because we
know who and what has been born. That's not all that makes up the
future, but if you go back far enough,-it makes up quite a good deal
of the future.
I therefore believe that those in the construction industry who want
the other bounder to go bankrupt instead of themselves should be students
of demography. They should apply themselves to that branch of social
sciences, because its going to have a good deal to do with the world in
which their business is conducted, and the changes in that world, the
buses they hope they will catch and others will miss.
Bound up with the human structure of the population is its geographical
location. Clearly geographical movement is an immense generator of
constructional demand. A population which stays in the same place,
would generate less constructional demand than a population which was
constantly and insatiably upon the move, provided they were'nt swopping
Overt of course. Here again there is a good deal one can find out, not
as fact but as passable conjecture, about the forces which are likely,
in magnetic terms, to attract or repel the population in different parts
of the United Kingdom. That could in itself in a particular area overthrow the significance of all the other factors that I have been talking
about today.
So not only watch the population - who is being born, who has been born
in the last ten, twenty or even thirty years, together with the mortality
tables - but also watch the magnets which are likely in the
future to be

-8at wo7'h. Of course you would be f1:777,-,
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Then - you will say, perhaps, why do I insult you by mentioning such a
matter - there is technology. But I am 5S±flgthat word in a very wide
sense. I am not using it in the sense of the technology of construction;
for the effects of this or that constructional technological change are
part of your business and not part of mine. I'm not referring to that at
all. I'm referring to the effect upon construction demand caused by
tech.-iology
uhich has 'ilonling
to do ::si co=Lruction.
This effect is at least in part mediated by its social results. Some
of the biggest social changes are mediated by technological change, the
television tube for example. A technological quirk, for which I hold no
particular brief, has had immense social effects, which are probably not
yet exhausted, and social effects which undoubtedly have had and will
have a constructiOnal spin-off. - (You se, I can saY "spin-off" with
the best of them). The really big things that are going to happen,
that are going to change the pattern of life and hence the pattern of
constructional demand will be, in the widest sense of the term, technologically determined to a great extent.
I conclude with a warning addressed equally to myself and to you, which
really repeats and gathers up the warnings with which I started. It's
the old adage of the shoemaker and his last. Every man should bear in
mind that he is wisest in the things which he knows. This may seem to
be a truism, indeed, it is a truism. But not all truisms merit being
neglected. The more closely your projections and your speculations are
related to what your knowledge can reliably command, the more likely
those speculations are not to be ill-founded. Of course, we politicians
are use'd to everyone knowing our trade. We know we don't know the other
man's trade, but he thinks he knows our trade, as if the-patient thought
he knew the doctor's trade, because the patient has a stomach too, though
it does'nt make him a specialist in diseases of the oesophagus. The fact
that you are all in politics, and all have political prejudices, does'nt
make you politicians. In politics we are the shoemakers: in construction
you are the shoemakers. You can't of course stick completely to your last,
but the closer you stick to it, upon the whole the better for you.

President:
We aim as usual to finish around 3. o'clock and Mr. Powell has agreed to
have one or two questions from the floor. I would particularly welcome
I think short questions if possible. I'll take the first hand.
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"as building contractors". If you like to put me on your board, supposing
you have a board, then after a few years,
the special insights
which I have as a working politician might contribute usefully to the
decisions of that particular board in the circumstances of that particular
firm, its experience, organisation, labour force, location etc. etc. A
generalization of "what building contractors ought to do" is an inherent
insult; 3o I -:;on't
give it. I will co,ntc:nt
rvs:?lfwith repudiating the
charge of being an optimist. I am keen to do that, because, if I were
an optimist, I would'nt be a Tory. I know I'm a Tory, and therefore I
can't be an optimist.
I do think that inflation is doubling back upon itself and I do think
that although they're not commonly read out or worn on a placard by the
politicians, the lessons and the adventures of the last ten years have
gone home fairly deeply. So I think we shall be making other mistakes
during the next ten years in preference to that one. You see, I'm not
such an optimist as you might have thought. It's a choice of errors.
That's always the advantage of having a change;-you move from one kind
of folly to another kind of folly. Indeed, when you think of it, most
of human life is concerned with escaping from one folly only to fall into
another. That's nothing to blame us for; we have to pass the time somehow.
So I am not complaining.
Question:
Without inflation in the past year, do you think that the private sector
would have had the confidence to put into the capital market, the amount
of building it has put in, on the basis of putting in capital in pursuit
of fresh initiative.
Answer:
It is certainly true that in a period where inflation is expected and
occurs, there is a stimulus to capital expenditure, particularly capital
expenditure where the return is in some way currently realised; but this
unfortunately has penalties attached to it. As it can't go on, it has to
stop. When it stops, it ceases to be,for practical purposes, inflation
and produces the opposite effect. That, I think, is the lesson which has
got itself learnt. There is no particular benefit in having a spurt if you
have to pay for it subsequently by the converse, which is what I believe
happens following inflation.
Question:
You said in your speech about experimenting with inflation in the inner
world and the outer world. What do you mean by that?
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Answer:
Oh I sipply meant that Brazil got the message before we did.
Question:
(no
Answer:
I suspect )7*L.r, not sure and you'll.
.L,,o
me if I'm Jirons,that
there may be a confusion there, between real costs and-money costs. In
a period of inflation, one of our duties
to keep these stiffly aoart.
There's no reason why the real cost of oil, or anything else, should
rise in a period of inflation. Real costs are rising and falling all
the time, whethEr there is inflation or not. Inflation does'nt cause
them to do so. It is other things which cause them to do so. There is
no connection bet-:ieen
either MI:laden or its ces;3ationand real costs.
Real costs are relative. There is no meaning in an absolute real cost.
Everything is getting relatively dearer or chea-oerCoppared with everything else; or to put it another and particularly irritating way (which
always annoys my wife, if I can't annoy her by anything else) if one '
price goes up another price must have come down, if you're talking about
real prices. I dpfy anybody to beat that because it is-a truism; it is
so by definition, since real costs are relative costs. Supposing there is such a thing as oil, and not just a generalization of which we ought
to beware like "the building industry", the probability or otherwise of
the real cost of oil continuing to rise would be unaffected by the future _
course of inflation in the United Kingdom. (Remember that's what we're
talking about: Inflation is always domestic, because-it's an inflation
of that money which Government has got the right to force people to accept).
So the two things are unconnected. As I'm on my feet and it's the last
question and as I'm getting older, I'll risk prophesy about the real
costs for oil-generated energy and energy generally. That is that over
the coming decades, the real cost of energy will fall. The world is
absolutely stuffed with sources of enerc-v. Most of the effort of the
producers has been directed towards restricting supply. Put them in a
position where there are rewards for not restricting the supply and your
difficulty will be to avoid drowning in a sea if not of oil, of energy.
So there"it is,your answer to the last question.
President:
Well thank you questioners. I now call upon Mr. Corby :topropose a vote
of thanks.
Vote of thanks: Philip Corby, President Elect.
Mr. President, ladies and gentlemen, you will be intrigued to learn that
earlier in the day we had a discussion with Mr. Powell on the perils of
post luncheon somnolence. From that I gather that most members of
parliament are prone to go to sleep in the afternoon.- I think you will
readily agree that at least as far as today is concerned, Mr.Powell has
made absolutely sure that the builders and their friends gathered here,
have'nt gone to sleep. Indeed we expcted we would receive pro-ohetic

utterances from him and he has not in any way disappointed us. I can
also tell you that we - I'm absolutely sure you'll be glad to know that I offered him a job.- You'll be equally sad to know that he unfortunately did'nt feel able to take it on. I said that we had a need
for an independent logical mind that could tell most of us in the building
industry and those funny professions attached to it, what it is that's
wrong with our relationships and procedures and all that we do, what it
is in fact that collectively makes us more expensive and slower builders
than our contemporaries in other western civilised countries.
Having dealt with that one, I thought that we were not likely to get very
much further in one day's meeting, but if that were a thought that I had
at the time, it has obviously been utterly disproved by the wonderful
discourse that Mr. Powell has given us. We thank him most sincerely
for coming to us today, we hope that-his next visit will be rather less
than the two and a half years that_has elapsed since his last. Mr.
Powell we do thaUk you most sincerely and are gratefUl to you.
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I think I am beginning to hear a disagreeable and dangerous
sound, one that is not new but has been rarely heard since the early
sixties, though before that time it was one of the background noiees
of our existence. It is the voice of those who say that inflation
is not such a bad thing after all and we ought to be very ehawof
getting rid of it.
One would have to go further back stiiLto find a time when
there was positive advocacy of inflation; but for th4 last toirty
years those of us who believe that inflation is an unconditional evil,
that it is a government—created evil, that it is a preventible evil,
and that no benefit whatsoever can flow from it have had to fight
against one heresy after another as desperately as the church falr.rs
did in theearly centuries.
First there were those who, like Harold TJacmillan,believed
that themal danger was from deflation, The favourite metaphor was
the knife—edge, which, in their imagination, governments had to walk
inflation on the
between the precipice of deflation on one side eggother.

It was pure nonsense, of course;

there was never the slightest

chance of the value of money starting to soar upwards;

but an older

generation, which had once in its younger days experienced deflation,
had to retire or die out before this groundless phobia disappeared.
No less dangerous was the next phase, in which everybody agreed
that inflation ought to be stopped, though the preferred verb was
"controlled" (which could mean anything or nothing). The favourite
metaphor of this period was that of

attle.4Inflation

was like an

enemy, an invader or an e,idemic, which all goo-,men and true,
government and governed, ought to stand shoulder to shoulder in
"fighting". However, the heresiarchs of those days maintained that

- 2 -

it all depended what weapons you chose to use:

if you used the wrong

ones, or one "weapon" too much ano another too little disaster might
easily result.

In particular, if the government were just to stop

inflating, unemployment would rise and production would plummet.
These dire consequences could only be averted if everybody voluntarily
- or not so voluntarily - restricted their prices and wages.
Those were unhappy times for true believers; for, if caught in
the street, they might easily be accused of wanting to cause unemployment, and then their fate at the hands of the mob was likely
to be unpleasant unless they could escape by darting up some alley-way
of prevarication. This heresy was especially dangerous, because,
like all dangerous heresiespit contained an element of truth.

If

the rate of inflation eeasel to rise,let alone if the rate of inflation diminishes the result is a temporary increase in unemployment;
but that increase in unemployment is an inseparable and inevitable
concomitant of diminishing inflation. It would accompany the diminution of inflation just the same if that could be brought about by a
day ot national prayer or the performance of a magical ceremony.
This, of course, is just the kind of inevitability which people
don't wish to know about; so they can easily turn nasty with those
who draw their attention to it.

Deliverance only came at last when

it became perfectly obvious to all that none of the trouble-free and
recoilless "weapons" proposed against inflation was in the least
degree likely to be effective or ever iVouldbe effective.
This realisation ushered in the final phase of the great battle
which had raged for years between the so-called monetarists and their
opponents. There were times during that struggle when it was better
to be called a racist than a monetarist, so wicked did it seem to
many people for a man to suggest that a fall in the value of money
must be due to the in rease in the supply of it, and so black a
treason did it appear to be to assert that governments who proclaimed
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- 4cent. _Lnyonewho ventured such a forecast would have been lauEhed
out of countenance. Finally, the immense and pervasive interest in
inflation which has now been built up as a counterepart of the conk./
sequences if inflation were to diminish and cease, did not then
exist.

To oppose to these tactical advantages of the new-old heresy

in this phase, there is the fact,.now better understood, that inflation is not a static condition r a dynamic process: it is either
going or coming, it produces its effects, short-term palliative and
long-term disastrous, only in so far as its rate progressively
exceeds that which is generally anticipated. To coin an epigram,
either inflation is cumulative and progressive or it is nothing.
This knowledge is no mean deterrents but the main issue remains
simpler and more profound, and it is one which your profession, if
any, ought thoroughly to understand.
Inflation is inherently evil because it is organised deception a cheating of the citizen by government in the first place and thereafter by his fellow citizens. A society which is healthy economically
and, what is --gFe,r-e
'more important, a society which is healthy morally,
cannot be built upon fraud.

I have no intention of seekinz to link

all aspects of the deep unhealth, economic and moral)of our society
with the inflation of the last thirty years.

But I do say that at

the very least the breakdown of natural relations between employers
and employees,trade unions and the public, government and aganised
labour which we have experienced, could not have occurred in the
absence of that inflation; and I will add that it would be purblind
to decline to see a connection between that breakdown and the contemnorary breakdown in other social relationsnips. Those of us,
therefore, and I trust it inclu„,esall in your societv, who intend
for our part to confront the new-old inflationist heresy wi,nout concession or armistice are entitled to draw strength from the conviction
that the value which we defend is not monetary but moral and the
interest for which we stand is not sectional but total.
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the
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split the unionist
I know it is not usual
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for the electorate's
about political division, it
when the electors go around belly-aching
that they did it and that
straight
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right.
it
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real power.
In those there is no proportional
representation.
The voter
is not presented there with a menu of sixteen or twenty-seven
courses and
told that he can try any of the dishes.
The voters in Ulster on 3rd May
last had a straight vote like the rest of the country: they were not
muddled by first preferences,
second preferences,
transferred votes,
quotas and all the rest of that electoral gobbledegoock.
So what did they do?
They quite deliberately
and with
divided unionism; and now they turn round and complain:

their

eyes open

Just take a look.
In North Down the unionist electorate had a choice
between an official Unionist candidate who they knew would be a member an effective member - of the Unionist team and on the other hand a candidate whom they knew from experience of recent years to be a maverick who
never if he could avoid it voted with the rest of those elected on the same
ticket and who spent more time attacking them than attacking the opponents
of the "Union.
Thirtyseven
thousand fools, fancying themselves unionists,
went to the polling station and voted in a way which could have no
practical result whatsoever
except to divide unionists and weaken and
damage it in Parliament.
In four other constituencies
the electorate had a choice between two
candidates calling themselves "unionist" on the ballot paper.
Of one
candidate in each of these constituencies
the electors knew that he was a
member of the Unionist team and would act and speak as one of that team in
Parliament.
They knew that the other candidate would not; but they knew
other things about him as well.
They knew that those other candidates,
despite the spurious word "Unionist" in their title, like the borrowed
feathers of other birds with which the crow in the fable adorned himself,
were not really unionists at all: they were not suOporters of the Union,
but deadly enemies of the Union.
The electorate knew this from facts from
within the shortest memory.
These candidates, or those with whom they
associated themselves, had less than two years earlier organised a
rebellion against the Union itself, a rebellion which, if they had had
their way, would have speedily resulted in the ejection of Ulster from the
Union as an unwilling and disloyal partner.
To make assurance doubly sure,
the only one of the four who had sat in Parliament
before had told the
House of Commons to its face that he owed it no allegiance,
something which,
as the Union is the Parliamentary
Union, is the most precise and specific
repudiation
of the Union that could be contrived.
So what did the unionist electorate do, this electorate which now
informs us that there is nothing it desires more than unity, nothing it
abhors more than division?
I will tell you.
Seventy-two
thousand of them
voted against unity.
And the result?
One seat, which ought to have been
unionist,
is held for the Republican
cause.
What is more and worse,
instead of three members being added to the strength of the Unionist team
in Parliament,
to the Unionist voice and to the Unionist vote, three
representatives
of Ulster sit there on the Government benches in the House
of Commons as the opponents of the Union, a physical as well as vocal manifestation of division and disagreement,
for all the world to see and laugh
at.
This, I repeat, is the work of the electorate, nobody else.
And let
no one raise the silly cry: "You should get together and agree among
yourselves,
and then we would not have to make up our own minds and
exercise our responsibility
as electors but could just shut our eyes and
put our cross in the one space provided".
Shame upon those who talk that
way:
It is irresponsible,
immoral, and foolish.
It is irresponsible;
for
it is a repudiation
of the elector's responsibility.
It is immoral,
because it proposes that those who remain faithful and those who break
fc.ith, those who uphold and those who denigrate the Union, should pretend

•
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to make common cause just for the duration of the hustings.
Finally, it
is foolish, because anyone knows that coalition is the hotbed and breeding
ground of division, when every little group that can get itself together
and call itself a party is immediately
assured that, to buy off disunity,
a place and a voice will be found for it to which it has no electoral
entitlement.
So what are the electors, if they really want Unionist unity, to do?
I will tell them.
They need not sit with folded arms waiting for another
election.
They can do something now.
They can join their local Official
Unionist branch, and pull with their fellow unionists instead of against
them in the one political party in Ulster which is, and always has been,
for the Union, the whole Union and nothing but the Union.
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A politician addressing public relations practitioners falls
into the category of ltsitingfireman; but in addition to being fully
occupied in the public relations of himself and his party - in that
order - with the electorate, he is also the target of public relations
activities conducted on behalf of others.

I thought it might not

therefore come amiss if I offered by way of birthday present to this
very youithful specimen - nay infant prodigy - of a public relations
firm some reflections on how not to conduct public relations with
politicians - a term which includes governments as governments
(surprise, surprise!) consist of politicians.
My first ejaculation is:

'Don't do it at all';

but that is

altogether too brief and quintessential a summary of the message I
wish to convey.

2.

The first point to get firmly in mind is that politicians are
only concerned with individuals, because it is only to individuals
that votes are attached, and only votes in the last resort count in
the world where politicians live.
an industry)do not vote;

I.firm as a firm, an industry as

a very rich and important person has one

vote exactly, like an extremely poor and insignificant person; and
even if those who work in an industry are numerous and have numerous
votes, they use those votes - ana incidentally their wives have votes
too - as individuals.
The most fatal course of action is to apr,roacha politician
through a public relations firm.

milatway lies the shortest route

to the wastepaper basket. What is worse, that way lies a conviction
on the part of the recipient politician that whoever or whatever
has to approach him through a public relations firm must have a jolly
weak case.

In my

political life I have knowp,morecatastrophis mis-

2 understandings,with resultant unintended and undeservedly harsh
treatment of complainants or expectants, by reason of their case
being handled by PR, than from any other cause.
What then should you do, if a client believes that for some
good and necessary purpose he needs certain action)or the avoidance
of certain action, which lies in the hands of government and therefore
of politicians? The first thing is to ask him:

Is he absolutely

sure that such action is either indispensable or fatal, as the case
may be; Tor, like doctors, politicians are people whom you should
avoid having anything to do with if possible, and for similar reasons
- into whith I do not propose to enter. My best wi:71a
for anyone,
again like a doctor's is that he may never need my services. So,
first of alljmake sure that there is no possibility of avoiding a
political approacti.
The next thing is to leave such an approach, even if unavoidable.
to the latest possible moment.
.

Wait until your client is actually

about to be murdured by political action or to expire of inanitiont
because of the absence of political action.

r-
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If you make the approach

sooner, you may be bothering about what will never happenl,or,worse
still, you may be drawing upon your client the attention of
politicians, when otherwie they might have overlooked his existence
and done him no harm at all.

Besides, there is nothing that puts a

politician's back up quicker than giving him information or advice
before the time comes when he can use it:

he dosn't want to file

the stuff; he suspects it will be out of date when and if the time
does come;

and he dislikes people who try to improve his general

education.
The third rule follows from what I have said already: get your
client to make his approach himself direct to the politicians,
concentrating upon his own constituency Member (irrespective of party)
and surreptitiously getting as many as possible of his colleagues and

- 3 employees to do the same with theirs. The mightiest of all lobbies
is the quiet convergence of constituency MPs who want something done
or stobped for the sake of their own seats.

Of course, I don't mean

that your client should ignore the relevant Ijinister; but unless he
is a very big national bug indeed, it is far better initially for him
to get his Member to make the approach.

In no circumstances should

he allow the politician to suspect that the approach to him is part
of a collective approach to which others are also being subjected:
Members prefer to deal with what they only are dealing with;

and

everybndy's business is nobody's business.
I have a habit myself of stroking the back of a letter and
throwing it awgy if the fullstops and commas don't stick out.

So

avoid those clever machines which make a one-off letter look like a
circular, because it will get treated like a circular. While I am
about it, may I add that excessively good stationery, heavily
embossed in several colours and evidently expensiveyis counter-

411productive:
with us.

we don't like it;

we feel that someone is being superior

Above all don't enclose other material, especially glossy,

voluminous and well-produced material.

For one thing, the recipient

throws it away at once before answering the letter, because it would
clog up his in-tray and his filing-cabinet. For another thing, he
thinks to himself: if this chap can afford to flash all that material
probably up tp no good anyway.
around, he doesn't need my help anb 7..s
So please, a modest, plain, simple letter - from a home address
the constituency, of course) just as well, if not better, than
from a business address, because the business address will not be
on the electoral register. If your client makes out a prima facie
case - and nothing will hapsen if he aoesn't - the politician will
soon ask for those particular facts which he, from his debating
expertise, knows are necessary to establi 11the case initially and
then to press it through, if possible, to acceptance. Don't expect

7

4
him to extract them from a vast cuantity of bumf which anyhow has
probably been written to conceal the4preally crucial points.

Now suppose the first approach has been successful to the extent
that the interest of politicians has been aroused. How to follow
through? Obviously the method must vary with the matter;

but there

are two standard rules - apart of course from the overriding inyvh
junction that in no circumstances should there be the least wiff
or odour of public relations.

One rule is to expose the politician

to as many separate people (i.e. voters) as possible: there is
nothing to beat visits to factories, sites, etc.,where the workers
(all of them voters somewhere!) are seen to share the anxiety or the
hopes of the client.

If there can be local interest thrown in -

a local councillor or two, who dread the effect of unemployment so much the better; but no mayors, please, because politicians
dislike people with gold chains hanging around them to Whom they
are expected to be obsequtious and who will be trying to steal the

411limelight.

The other rule# is:

'

If your client

nothing lush.

can't avoid giving the politician a sandwich or a nip of sherry in
the office or a bowl of soup with the lads (all voters of course!)
in the canteen, no harm at all;

but no expensive dinners at hotels,

where the politician will sardonically observe your client and his
colleagues tucking in and not letting the cigar-box pass.

Politicians

remember, mostly - and the exceptions have proved the rule - have an
acute sense both of smell and of self-preservation.
It is without the slightest desire to benefit personally by
what will be my last piece of advice, that I now tender it.

If one

of your clients appeared to you to be suffering from acute appendicitis
I hope you would advise him to see a doctor.

If his problem turned

upon the interpretation of the law likely to be adopted by a court,
I am sure you would not meddle yourselves but would pack him su aight
off to his solicitor to get counsel

opinion.

It should be just the

•
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same if his complaint or problem is political: advise him to consult
a politician, to do it privately, to avoid his own Member of
Parliament like the plague and to promise aed a preliminary that
he will never, never disclose either that he has cnnsulted him or
the advice which he received. You could therefore do worse perhaps
than to have in mind, if (preferably) not on paper, a panel of good,
a client in this unfortunate
wise, hard—bitten politicians to whclim
predicament could be referred faradvice. You wonder perhaps how to
secure, or how your clients should secure, such services. No
problem at all;
do it for love.

we would, I am sure, like the doctor

or the lawyer,
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When in 1922 what was then the Irish Free State seceded from
the United Kingdom, Britain acquired something for which there was
no precedent or previous experience in her history. She acquired
a land frontier. The reaction was the normal British reaction to
anything unwelcome - to pull the bedclothes over one's head and
maintain that either it hasn't happened or alternatively it will go
, away present y.

0

he

ofiCcA'ichthat reaction took on tnat occaffi-(5

was two-fold: first, to pretend that the Irish Free State was part
of the British Commonwealth of Nations, despite the fact thatthe
Irish themselves were at that moment locked in a ferocious civil
war over the question whether the Free State's Commonwealth
membership was imaginary and therefore unimportant or whether it
was imaginary and ought not to be tolerated. The second reaction
was to impose on that province of the United Kindom with which te
new land frontier had come into existence a

home rule constitu-

tion identical with the one which its inhabitants had overwhelmin
refused to accept when it was to have applied to the whole island.
This done, the Parliament and Government of the United Kingdom
proceeded, unconstitutionally but quite deliberately, to turn their
•

backs upon that part of the United Kindom,

hoping to be able to

ignore its existence or, better still, to find that it had somehow
gone quietly away,taking with it the unwelcome novelty of Britain's
land frontier.
If an eyebrow or two is raised at my use of the word "unconstitutional", may I read section 75 of the Act of 1920 which
imposed a home rule parliament and government on that part of the
United Kingdom of Great Eritain and Northern Ireland which was to
be known henceforward an-Northern Ireland or,by a convenicent

- 2
conventional brevity, as Ulster?

It ran as follows:

" Motwith-

standing anything contained in this Act, the supreme authority
the Parliament of the United Kingdom shall remain unaffected and.
undiminished over all persons, matters and things in Ireland and
every part thereof". In flagrant defiance of that provision,to
which there was no counterpart in any self-governing or quasi-selfgoverning constitution throughout the ampire,theChair in both
Houses of Parliament ruled that no matter even theoretically within
the competence of the Northern Ireland parliament and government

•

could be raised or debated in the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
Britain had, so to speak, put its land frontier into commission
with what came to be called "Stormont" and proceeded, apart from
certain unavoidable military arrangements during the Second World
War, to ignore the whole affair, while the inhabitants of that
part of the United Kingdom, perforce but not without success,
administered the responsibility and carried the burden which had
been shifted on to their shoulders.
Suddenly in 1969 the bedclothes were violently pulled away hy
an eddy from that torrent of violent protest which swept round th:3
Western world, came within measurable distance of

overwhelming

the Metropolitan Police, and irretrievably shattered the strongood
-overnment that France had known for centuries. Yithin_a year
tuo the United Kingdom stood face to face with the fact of its
land frontier, with no intervening shield or pretence.

Or the

other side of that frontier was a foreign nation, neutral in other
aspects but hostile in this one, which claimed part of the United
Kinredomas its own territory and which provided the base for the
operations of a terrorist army committed to eternal warfare
the United Kin-dom.
It could not be claimed, by the most partial apologist, thnd
T;ritain'sresponse to this challenge has reflected any credit ueon.
us.

Admittedly, the challenge came at a deeply humiliating elomet

- 3in British history. The British Parliament was actually engaged
formally renouncing the exclusive riEht of the British to make
their own laws, impose their own taxes and be juded in their urn
had been proclaiming
courts, and successive British 9,-overnments
their inability or unwillingness to distin,7uishbetween the peo-cle
of the United Kingdom and the populations of the former British
Empire. A nation which was busy

repudiating its own identity w s

not well placed for defending its threatened frontier or coming to
the aid of its citizens who were under attack from the national
enemy.

I

Still, whatever the reasons may have been, the record was
discreditable. From the start until the present the attitude botl-i
of the public at large in Great Britain and of Parliament,and
government has been to treat their fellow citizens who are receivi
the direct impact of the attack upon the United Kingdom as beinthemselves to blame and as constituting a burdensome liability of
which the rest of the country would be glad to find some means to
get rid.

It is almost as if the inhabitants of London had been

blamed for the blitz and threatened with ostracism by the rest of
the nation if it continued. The same Parliament, -oartiesand
public which have refused to accept for other parts of the United
Kingdom relatively mild forms of devolution on the ground that they
would weaken the Union itself, unite in assuming that the most
obvious course of action to take is to push Ulster out on to a lilnb
again and hope, on the lines of fifty or sixty years ago, that it
will just go and get itself lost. All kindsof absurd allegations
are greedily believed about the manner in which Northern Ireland is
governed and administered, and clergy and laity vie in demandin,
in vague and general terms, that these abuses and injustices be
remedied as the minimum condition for the United Kingdom to defeliJ
its own territory and its own inhabitants - and this, despite the
fact that for the last seven years and a half horthern Ireland has
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been governed and administered exclusively by the Parliament and
Government of the United Kingdom.

In so far as there are any

differences between the government and constitution of Yorkshire
and of Ulster, they are differences which vest even more plain and
direct power in H.M.G. and the House of Commons.
There was a writer on the affairs of Europe during the 1930's
who used to conclude each description of how tyranny had swallowed7p
yet another country with the words:

"and this, gentle reader,means

I adopt his terminology, and have to inform you, dear peo-3le
of Bramhope and the country round about, that "this means you". it

you.

is not Ulster and its inhabitants but Britain and the British who

are on trial, whose future is in question.
411)

If law and government

in Northern Ireland cannot be justified, defended and maintained,
then neither can they in Yorkshire; for they are the same.
nation which does not sustain the right of one part of itself to
continue in full possession of the status, duties and privileges of
the whole will soon find others to abandon.

The nation which sub-

mits to one encroachment on its legal territory and lawful citizens
speedily discovers that the first encrrachment is not the last.
Britain's will is being tested, and not only internally but before
the outside world.
One of the disarming characteristics which the British derive
•

perhaps from their insularity and 7ne which is particularly

411
dangerous is their inability to imagine that the outside world ce_n
possibly wish them any harm - a Peter Pan sort of combination of
ingenuousness with self-satisfaction. This characteristic shields
them from the realisation that nothin7 would give more general
satisfaction far and wide than thu dismemberment of the United
acquisitive
Kingdom. On the one side, the/new -jestEuropean state known as the
Common Market, on the other side the United States with its
inherited hostility to imperial England, both see the United
ingdom's land frontier as the point at which it can be attacked

•
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5 and through which it can most readily be humiliated. In the last
few months, indeed in the last few weeks,even the wilfully deaf
and blind in this country must have surely begun to notice that
something hostile is going on;

and themst

of the world, includi7L

those who are conducting the attack on our land frontier, hold
their breath and ask:

how far can Britain be pushed and brow-

beaten, bullied and cajoled?
The answer to that question is:

no father than Britain all=3

itself to be,which outht to be not at all.

Both vis a vis western

Europe and vis a vis America Britain holds the key position, the
whip hand.

It is our fishing ground

our sources of energy, our

trading deficit, our market for high-priced agricultural produce
that the introverted controlled economy of the Common Market needs,
and not the other way round:

Europe is suitor to us, not we to

Europe. As to the United States, these off-shore islands of the
European continent are indispensable to her whole defensive system.
If Britain did no more than take the line which France (of whom
nobody audibly complains) does at this very time, NATO's positi=
would be reduced to ruins.

The British Isles are essential to te

command of the Eastern Atlantic, and America is not the only pd
whose strategy requires it to secure and maintain that command
through an ally.
Not for the first time in its history, Britain's vulnerability
is not located in its real strength and resources but in the
detility of its will and judgment. That will and judgment are
the
today undergoing in Northern Ireland a test which will ,c7overn
future for far more than Ulster.
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After seven years there are signs at last that businessmen,
journalists and even bankers are beginning to settle down to the
floating exchange rate - to the fact that fluctuation on the
currency exchanges is as natural, and as disastrous to interfere
with, as fluctuation on the stock exchanges. The moans about exports
being damaged when the rate of sterling rises and the calls to rig
the exchange rate in order to help British industry are dying away
to whimpers.

The prospect of re-imprisonment in a fixed exchange

rate via a European Monetary System evidently appeals little more
to the new government than it did to the old.

It is as untactful

now to recall the agonised cry "this is a sad day for Europe" with
which Mrs Thatcher greeted the announcement that the Callaghan
government would not join the E.M.S. for the time being as it is to
breathe the word"swamped" in her presence. A British government
which contemplated pegging the value of sterling to the dollar, tie
mark,the price of gold or the cowrie standard would be - to use a
favouriteTreasury expression - "out of its tiny little mind".
This being so, it is a pity that we have not yet settled down
1properly to enjoy the pleasures and comforts of our floating ex41
change rate.

I still see references to the balance of payments,

let alone to the balance of trade, and items about "Britain in the
black" or "Britain in the red a ain", or about "huge deficits",
which then turn out to be re-calculated as "huge surpluses" and vice
versa.

Even now, the monthly trade returns and quarterly and annual

statements are scrutinised with anxiety to see if they reveal "a
trade deficit"; and this perfectly natural, indeed potentially
desirable attribute of Britain is still appraised as if it were an
indeX of economic or industrial failure.

The hoary old.hero-
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worship of exports, exporters and exporting goes on just as if we
an
were living thirty years aao under the regime of/over-valued fixed
parity of sterling. Suggestions of a Queen's Award for Importing,
just to even things up a bit, continue to fall on deaf ears.
The economic commentators are, for the most part, as much out
of date as the rest, and go on traating the so-called balance of
payments as a factor in inflation, for all the world as if we were
still, as a nation, borrowing and lending large sums in order to
maintain a given parity of sterling on the exchanges. hind you, I
suspect that for two pins the Bank of England would be at its old
' tricks again, borrowing and lending in cahoots with other •entral
•

banks to rig the value of the pound.

Habits die hard, and so many

blameless officials have spent their working lives tending the cgreat
balance of payments machine that they naturally will always feel
a hollow sense of deprivation now that it isn't coupled up.
is it?

I sometimes wonder;

Or

and my suspicions will not be com-

pletely allayed until all payments, capital and current, across the
exchanges have been decontrolled.
But to return to that precious possession of ours, the trade
deficit (by which I mean the net trade deficit, after setting off
one trading account against another) - I described it just now as
"potentially desirable".

Let me explain. If there is a deficit

41)on current account, there is an equal surplus on capital account.
If that surplus is the fruit of inter-lending between state banks
for their nefarious purposes or of borrowing by H.ii.G.to plug the
public sector borrowing requirement, I have little tosay in its
favour.

In fact, on the contrary, I resent being taxed to pay the

interest on operations which ought not to be carried on at all.
But we are so brain-washed by the vocabulary which talks about
nations lending and borrowing (which, alas, they do), nations tradin
(which, also alas, some of them do, especially in the Communist
world) and nations investing (which those that are socialist
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sometimes do), that we have come to forget that the great bulk of t
capital surplus on a balance of bayments may actually be made up of
investments inward - foreigners putting their savings into British
production, for instance.
Now, I like that very much.

I don't have to pay tax to Cover

the interest because the dividends remitted are more than covered
by the resultant increased production - otherwise there would be
less paid in dividends or nothing at all.

I also like it because

it increases the total capital employed by Britishindustry, and is
likely to do so on a pattern which reinforces success and not
failure. So I say:

let the clergy of the Church of England insert

in their intercessions, so aften economically wide of the mark, a
III
good strong prayer for a corking deficit on Britain's balance of
trade.

any
By the way, note that/inward lending from private sources is

almost bound to result, directly or indirectly, in an increase in
productive capital. This is a variant of the fact that, if I buy
shares in the chemical industry with my savings, I may or may not
be investing in chemicals but I am almost certainly investing in
industrial capital. And that observation brings me straight to oil;
for the famous 're-cycling' of oil revenues, which the world delightedly discovered and christened five or six years ago,is only a case
in point.

The higher in real terms are the revenues the oil-

producers draw from their sales, the more they must invest in the
productive capital of their customer countries - and not just in
some, su h as Switzerland the golden, but

thanks to the floatin7

exchange rates where they prevail, in the others as well.

A sort

(if it is greed)
of retributive justice decrees that their ,72:reed
enriches their victims (if they are victims).

Consequently, the

tedious observationsthat Britain's balance of trade is being "heleed
cr even "saved" by North Sea oil are a travesty of the truth.

—
L)

ThH:,

effect per se of our producing oil instead of importing it is to
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make the level of inward investment in Britain by that much lower.
This may be acceptable while the world price of oil is high in
relation to the production costs of North Sea oil;

but what when

that relationship no loner holds?
That may be dismissed as an absurd rhetorical question; but
I think not.

The idea that the real, that is, the relative price of

oil is going to remain at its present level or rise still further is
an cxample of an oft-repeated but apparently irresistible delusion,
namely, that the world is going to run out of a particular resource
before it has been substituted or superseded by a more efficient
resource or resources. It was recently pointed out that the estlate
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of thirty years' proven reserves of petroleum is more or less el:eotly
the figure which has accompanied the industry from its inception for a very simple reason, namely, that about thirty years is the
longest time worth looking ahead for.

The fallacy was the mental

insertion of the word "only" - "enly thirty years' reserves". Noy
obviously no resource can be literally infinite; but all experience
has shown that a major resource such as petroleum is for practical
purposes infinite, which is something quite different and alone
relevant. From gold to coal, the story has always been the smile:
decisions and forecasts based on the assumption of fixed reserves
have invariably been falsified.

411
rest

The idea that 0.P.E.C. or Russia or somebody else can hold t':.Le
of the world to ransom by raising the price or limiting the

supply of the petroleum which they control is suprstitious nonsens,e.
.Everyattempt in that direction automatically brings its own cerrection and the total of approved reserves, not to mention the officiurq
of consumption and the development of alternative sources of eneri:„
moves on ahead.

The notion of a continuing increase in the real

price of petroleum-based energy, let alone of energy generally,is
fantasy, upon which it is alarming to watch our govrnment and
others erecting economic and enironmental decisions. -Whatis more,
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until it becomes Britain's advantage to be once again a net o=orte-2
of savings - and I personally am in no hurry to sec that day - 07=
trade deficit -if only we will not interfere with it - will continne
to bring us blessings equally independent of 0.P.E.C. and of the
1TorthSea.
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In the government of men the supreme test is to be able to
distinguish what will prove lasting from what is ephemeral and what
is important from what is trivial - to"look into the seeds of time
and say which grain will grow and which will not."

It is undeniable

that something exists now in Britain which did not exist five er
ten years ago.

After all allowance has been madefbr journalistic

presentation, after all the soothing statistical comparisons with
•

other countries have been taken into account, the strike mania in
occurrence
Britain today demands recognitio as an/ no less clear-cut and
recognisablethaathe riot-mania of the late 1960's.

To say that,

however,is not necessarily to say that the new phenomenon is of deee
or lasting importance.
There are such thinEs as crazes, F-romvocabulary to public
affairs, bizarre and foolish patterns of behaviour can take possession of a society like the St Vitus' Dance, and then disappear e.:3
suddenly as they came, as if an epidemic disease had run its •ourse
and produced the corresponding immunity which ends the episode.
That indeed is how it seems to have gone with student disorder,
-

which after its epidemic phase ten years ago,v,tenit all but subverted the universities has not so much disappeared as become
endemic - a malady recurring here and there where circumstances are propitious.
Ought we to regard the strike epidemic in the same light?
we simply passing through a short-lived'strike culture',in which
everybody has to strike about everything, in which it would be intolerably old-fashioned to reach any agreement or inaugurate any
a
change, small or great, without the obligatory ritual of/strike
firet
having been performe . It is a seductive notion,which, if we could.

a.
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accept it, would enable us to grin and bear this present phase,
confident that like other fashions people will soon get bored with
it.

Like Plato's philosopher 'sheltering behind a wall from a stee

of wind and dust', we could take refuge with comparative equanimity
in shopping arcades or under trees and wait until the tiresome inte:sruption of our business had blown over.
I must confess to you that I have beon much attracted by this
theory, partly, I think, out of disgust with the condescension of
the sermonizers,vthotell us we are all madan.dthe scaremongers,who
tell

us that a revolutionary conspiracy is stalking the land.

The

.assumption that "the country is going to the dogs" is the first
resort of thoughtlessness and the last reluctant conclusion of
experience. Most of the disasters that fill the columns and set
the next year or,at latest, the next year but one
tongues wagging one year are forgotten/and succeeded by others eT
ephemeral.
I am afraid, however, that the strike epidemic does not reali
lend itself to that reassuring classification. For one thing, we
understand its immediLte origins too well.

For anoti=,

it bears

too many of the marks of a shift of political power.
Chronologically and causally the strike epidemic is the consequence of inflation-- f inflation its-lf, and of the misconceived
handling of inflation by successive governments. I will not digress
to consider the thesis (though I suspect it could be paerfully
sustained) that periods of severe conflict between the state and
organisations of workers have alvTays been associated either with
inflation or with its twin evil, deflation.

I believe it is rare

for workers to band together on a larg- scale in order to alter the
distribution of national wealth or the social and political strcthe language adopted or the theory professed, it see
'[,'hatever
me that industrial action is, and usually if not always has been,
with
def nsive in its purpose,/ the object of protecting the relative or
the real remuneration of a group or a class against erosion, whet:Ler
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that erosion was threatened by the tardy adjustment of vw_:esto
by
the demand for
inflation orithe reduction of money wages and
labour as a result of deflation.
Whether or not the thesis is true generally, it fits the
experience of the post-war generation like a glove. Successive
governments, knowingly or not, caused inflation, either tithe c=se
grow,ing
c their own/expenditure or in order to play superof financing
stitious games with the international exchange rate of their currenci.
They then proceeded to accuse the organised workers of having been
responsible, by their greed, folly and shortsightedness in seeking
. higher wages, for the inconveniences and injustices which inflation
brings.

They were thus logically led on to confront organised 17.)ou''

in the alleged national interest and to attempt to control and lir:it
the increase of money wages by various forms of compulsion. To

T:110

extent that inflation continuod,organised labour was bound to app
to win hands down:

an irresistible force (that of inflation) had

met a movable object (the with

of government).

The classic and eternally instructive case

is Callaghan's

Five per Cent policy of 1978-79 and the devastating industrial disorder it caused, in the aftermath of which his own government perish
I have the melancholy satisfaction, if such it be, of having done
my best to prevent it.

In September 1978 I warned him in c7,..rcum-

stantial terms what would be the consequences of opposing a 5 per
cent wage limit to a 10 Tpercent inflation. It required no supernatural prescience to do so.
did follow.

They were bound to follow, and they

There was no other 1Dossibility. Unfortunately tho

Prime :Jinisterwould not listen but proceeded with the prosumptu us
confideence that he could order inflation down by hiw own say-so.
Led oy him,the Labour Governme t marched straight over the preciels
wIth the sam=,confident sr-lf-conEratulationas Edward Heath h-,d
lt five years before.
ed
m:::.rchover
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From all this it mig:htseem to follow that, if industrial
disorder is the consequence of inflation, it can be left to cease
se it
its own accord when inflation ceases, as one day it will becau
it
must. I wish I could adopt this comfortable line of reasoning.
apparent logic is attractive, and it leads to what is often the
counsel for politicians: 'stop doing what you know you ought
wisen.t
not to be doing, and the other troubles of society will put themselves right of their own accord% For all its apparent logic,
t:e
however, the deduction is not really lo-ical. In human affairs
usually, disappear
consequences of cause Ada not always, or even
-when cause A ceases to operate. By then the consequences have
is
frequently acquired a life and motion of their own. This fact

(1

y
an illustration of the great principle of politics known as Eumpt
111,
Dumpty's Law. H. Dumpty is part of the normal scene as long a
but once he is down, the conditions on which he
never
formerly occupied that position can / be assembled again.
It was inflation combined with prices-and-incomes policy

sits there;

ssenabled and indeed obliged the trade unions to challenP.esucce
pricsfully the government anZ the state. Inflation combined with
e thcy
and-incomes policy gave them the whip-hand,whichin human natur
The government chose to lia down
had no alternative but to use.
in their path and they perforce rode over it.

But the discovery

checkmate government with impunity could 12"
that collective action coulc:t
th
not - at least it did not - remain restricted to the area and
2-!
circumstances in which it -T, mf:.de.The deduction which the union
a
drew - that because they could prevent the ,governmentenforcing

5 per cent limit on wages when inflation was 10 ber cent, th,s-ref
they could at will prevent the government from carryinF:throuh
itile
other policy - was not a logical deduction.But it was an irres
one. A barrier had been breached. Humbty- ampty was down. Hs=
nt an
forward industrial collective action could be abplied to preve
J.
,zovernme t policy. Tho distinction between an inher,-ntlyunten':d1:
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policy and any other sort of policy was swept aside.

FTOM now on,

the strike was to be the response to every act or decision of authority which did not commend itself.
The largely if not wholly mythical power of trade unions to
influence the price of labour had thus been converted into real
political power.

Collective action, which had appeared to decide

that,with 10 per cent inflation, wages must also rise by 10 per - nt,
would now expect to decide political issues instead of illustratin:,
economic truisms. It would decide how much government should sDeehow much government should raise in taxes, and what government
.should spend its revenues upon.

A new political power had been borr
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.111/a political power deemed legitimate by millions of those whc exercir2aa
it.

It might have been born sooner by many years;

it so happened

that it was born now.
The political genius of the English has always lain in the way
in which they handled the emergence of new forms of power. The
most striking example, though the Civil War was n-eded to accomplish
it fully, was the decision of the Crown to draw its ministers fro
those who could command the ear and the majority of the House of
Commons. That was not tho first example, nor was it the last.
each successive stage, from the earliest ages of Parliam,entdovn La
.
ea_
the recent past, new power as it emerged has always beon tamed
absorbed by being endowed with responsibility within the syste'mof
All
of
government by the Crown in Parliament. It was as if the spirit

the nation said to the holders of new power! "Very well, then; if
but
you possess power, you shall exercise it/within the fram work of the
law and the constitution and in such a way that you will be seen
to be, and held to be, responsible for the conseQuencr,s."
With the rise of industry and organised industrial labour it
was the Labour Party, as the parliamentary organ of the trade union3,
which performed this indispensable function for the nation.

By

- one of the Eiternativegoverning parties in the state, tha

6
Labour Party

rendered the new form of political power respons-

ible and accountable. The common taunt that the Labour Party is fie
creature of the trade unions misses the true point by exactly 180
degrees. It is because and insofar as the Labour Party has been
identified with the trade unions and with organised industrial lab=
that the continuance of responsible government and the avoidanc
irresponsible power has been hitherto secured. That ic why the
the nation's crisis.
the question
The business of Wedgwood Benn and/Who writes the Manifesto?'are,
are
not the heart of the
theW
but
real enough and exciting enough;

crisis of the Labour ParWiN

crisis. The heart of the orisis is the growing habit of the exer-
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411cise of industrial power to decide political questions outside the:022.
framework of the Labour Party and consequently outside the frame
and Parliament
of the law/ It is no use repining at the events which brought us
to this crisis, or impeaching the prime ministers, Heath and
Callaghan in particular, whose policies accelerated if they did not
produce its arrival. The nation has

TO

be thinking, inside and

outside the Labour Party, where it is to go from here.
There arc three classic alternatives, which together exhaust
the whole range of known possibilities. One is fascism, usin
of the corporate state
sense/: to entrust responsibility
correct
lly
technica
its
in
term
-

••• ••••••••

. directly to thosecollectivities of workers and employers which poTose

411and are exercising power.

This is an alternative which has often

been canvassed: the inter-war proposals for an industrial parliaDowning St, triumvirate of
more recently
government, unions and employers attempted/by Heath and others are

ment or

House of Industry, and the

some of the many rudimentary forms of this alt-rnative. The reason
why we must not go that way is not so much that lt means
supersession of Parliament itself and its replacement by a different
body.

The reason is that the corporate state and tyranny are in-

parable:

in order to accept and exercise direct responsibility,

the corporations must be endowed with coercive power over their

-*
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member bodies and their individual members:

they must be able, ar

be enabled, to exercise the very repression which the state itself
has failed or been impotent to exercise.
The second alternative is the supersession of parliamentary
government without the substitiAon of another responsible systel:i;
in other words, anarchy.

It is not accidental that this is the

avowed object of some of those who promote and encourage the direct
decision of political questions by the exercise of collective
industrial power.
There remains only the recovery by the Labour Party of the
' .exclusive function of exercising the political power and influnnce
of onczanisedlabour, and thus of exercising it responsibly within
III
of
which Parliament makes and

the framework of Parliament and/the law
st.11
unmakes. I do not know if this is possible. The confusion between
the use of

industrial action to determine

the remuneration of labour and the use of industrial
action to enforce or obstruct political decisions has taken deep
root in the last decade or two.

It will not be easy to separate

the two again, and accept one while outlawing the other. What I
do know is that in its endeavour to regain for itself the effective
exercise of the political power of organised labour, the Labour
• ,Party's interest is identical with the interest of the nation and
Al,

of parliamentary government.

